Summons to Meeting
Friday 1 April 2022

Development Panel
Tuesday 12 April 2022, 10.00 am
Council Chamber, Allerdale House
Membership:
Councillor Tony Annison (Chair)
Councillor Carole Armstrong
Councillor Allan Daniels
Councillor George Kemp
Councillor Antony McGuckin
Councillor Andrew Semple

Councillor Janet Farebrother (Vice-Chair)
Councillor Nicky Cockburn
Councillor Daniel Horsley
Councillor Elaine Lynch
Councillor Ron Munby MBE
Councillor Alan Tyson

If you have any questions or queries contact Kathryn Magnay on
kathryn.magnay@allerdale.gov.uk.

Agenda
1.

Minutes (Pages 3 - 14)
To sign as a correct record the minutes of the meeting held on 29 March 2022.

2.

Apologies for Absence

3.

Declaration of Interests
Councillors/Staff to give notice of any disclosable pecuniary interest, other
registrable interest or any other interest and the nature of that interest relating to
any item on the agenda in accordance with the adopted Code of Conduct.

4.

Questions
To answer questions from Councillors and members of the public – submitted in
writing or by electronic mail no later than 5.00pm on a working day, allowing two
clear working days before the day of the meeting.

5.

FUL/2021/0299 - Land West of St Andrews Road,Thursby - Housing
Scheme (Pages 15 - 56)

6.

FUL/2021/0301 - Barn Neighbouring Holme Leigh and Kelsick Farm, Kelsick
- Barn Conversion (Pages 57 - 68)

7.

FUL/2020/0047 - Former RNAD site/Derwent Forest - Visiting Centre with
associated gatehouse, parking and infrastructure (Pages 69 - 92)

8.

HOU/2022/0022 - 13 Carlton Road, Workington - Timber to UPVC Windows
(Pages 93 - 106)

9.

CAT/2022/20005 - Park End Road, Workington - Works to a tree in a
conservation area (Pages 107 - 110)

Chief Executive

Date of Next Meeting:
Tuesday 10 May 2022, 1.00 pm

Agenda Item 1
At a meeting of the Development Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on
Tuesday 29 March 2022 at 10.00 am
Members
Councillor Tony Annison (Chair)
Councillor Nicky Cockburn
Councillor Allan Daniels
Councillor George Kemp
Councillor Ron Munby MBE
Councillor Alan Smith

Councillor Janet Farebrother (Vice-Chair)
Councillor John Crouch
Councillor Daniel Horsley
Councillor Elaine Lynch
Councillor Paul Scott

Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Carole Armstrong, Councillor
Antony McGuckin, Councillor Andrew Semple and Councillor Alan Tyson
Staff Present
G Law, S Long, K Magnay and S Sewell

447.

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting on 15 March 2022 were signed as a correct record.
Following the deferment of application FUL/2021/0301 at the meeting held on
15 March 2022, the Planning Manager reminded members this was deferred
contrary to policy. The Planning Manager and the applicant have since had a
positive meeting with a good design and which is satisfactory to the applicant,
the Planning Manager asked members if they would be willing to delegate the
decision to officers in line with the policy.
Councillor T Annison proposed to accept the recommendation and give the
officers delegated decision.
Councillor A Daniels seconded the proposal.
Members discussed the proposal and attempted to seek a resolution, following
members concerns it was advised by the Legal Officer to bring back the
application to panel at the next available opportunity.
Councillor T Annison withdrew the motion.

448.

Declaration of Interests
Councillor A Smith declared an interest in item 6 FUL/2019/0210 and will leave
the meeting, Councillor Smith is a director of AIP.

449.

Questions
None received.
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450.

2/2018/0595 - Land west of Derwent Howe Retail Park, Derwent Drive,
Workington - Outline planning application for commercial development
involved mixed retail (A1) food (A3) and hot food takeaways (A5) totalling
2,350sqm (25.295sqft)
Representations
Steve Doyle, Robert Parks and Richard Pratt spoke in objection to the
application.
The Agent, Graham Hale spoke in support of the application.
Application
The Senior Planning Officer, Steve Long recommended to grant the application
subject to conditions
The Senior Planning Officer reported reference to the late list document, and
additional conditions.
The Senior Planning Officer outlined the application and detailed the main
issues within the report as follows:


Principle of Development
The proposed retail store is considered to be a ‘town-centre’ use and as
such the application is subject to a sequential assessment to discount
other available sites within the town centre, plus a retail assessment to
demonstrate any impact of the vitality and viability of the town centre. It
has been robustly evidenced that there are no suitable, available sites in
sequentially preferable locations to accommodate the development and
the impact is acceptable.
Furthermore this evidence has been the subject of an independent peer
review. It is concluded subject to planning condition on the type of
comparison goods, that there are no available or suitable, alternative
sites in sequentially preferable locations to accommodate the proposed
development and the retail impact on the vitality and viability of the town
centre is acceptable.
The proposal therefore complies with policies S16 and DM8 of the
Allerdale Local Plan Part 1.



Highway Safety
The site is in a sustainable location with access to public transport.
The application is supported by traffic assessment and the application
includes the reserved matters of access which is served via the existing
roundabout junction opposite Morrison’s retail park on Derwent Drive.
The County Council as highway authority consider the transport evidence
to be acceptable.
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Ecology
The application site relates to the route of a former disused railway line
which has naturally regenerated. The application has undertaken an
ecology survey of the site, plus a bat, reptile and an Entomology report at
the time of the application submission. In response to the representations
the council undertook its own peer butterfly assessment in 2019. As the
original were out of date during the course of the application an updated
amended preliminary ecological appraisal was submitted (July 2021)
The surveys recommend mitigation measures to address any impacts.
Whilst the presence of small blue butterfly colonies and habitat is evident
in the locality, the applicant has offered a mitigation scheme partially
retaining islands and securing a new peripheral corridor for butterflies
which compensates for any loss and retains the connectivity linkage
along the route of the disused line. The proposal as amended complies
with policy S35.



Trees
The belt of trees on the eastern boundary of the site fronting onto
Derwent Drive were formerly protected by a Tree Preservation Order as
they were perceived as being under threat by the development. The
application has defined a developable zone within the site which would
result in the loss of the trees on the western side of the roadside
embankment which supports the trees. As this results in the visual
amenity value of the trees visible to public view on Derwent Drive being
retained, these details are considered acceptable, with no significant
harm to public amenity.

Following member discussions, Councillor D Horsley proposed to defer the
application to clarify the rights of way of the footpath, to do an up to date
butterfly count due to the figures being out of date and an ecological study.
Councillor A Smith seconded the motion.
A vote was taken: 10 voted in favour of deferment and 1 against.
The motion in favour of deferment was carried.
Decision
Deferred
Break for Lunch 12:35 - 13:00
Councillor Smith and Councillor Munby left the meeting
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451.

FUL/2019/0210 - Land at New Bridge Road, Workington - Erection of a new
discount foodstore with car parking, landscaping and other associated
works
Representations
Lidl Representative, Richard Huteson spoke in support of the application.
Application
The Planning Manager, Graeme Law recommended to grant the application,
subject to the planning conditions and S106 as set out in the Panel Report and
Late List and with a further requirement for screening for nutrient neutrality.
The Planning Manager outlined the application and detailed the main issues
within the report as follows:


Principle of Development
The proposed retail store is considered a ‘town-centre’ use and so the
application is subject to a ‘sequential assessment’, (in order to discount
other available sites which are sequentially preferable) plus a retail
assessment (to demonstrate that the impact upon the vitality and viability
of the town centre is acceptable).



Sustainability of Location and Highway Safety
The site is in a sustainable location. The access and parking proposed
for vehicular trips are acceptable given the sustainable location, which
will attract trips by non-motorised users.



Landscape/Ecology
The site is within the Lower Derwent Valley designation (SA49) and is
also included inside the wider river corridor’s designated Green
infrastructure (SA52) in the Allerdale Local Plan Part 2.(ALPP2)
There will be no adverse impact on the Special Area of Conservation
(SAC) designation of the River Derwent, subject to mitigation. These
conclusions reflect the ‘Appropriate Assessment’ under the Habitat
Regulations. Biodiversity gain can be secured by an s106 legal
agreement.



Design and Layout
The site is within the Lower Derwent Valley designation (SA49) and is
also included inside the wider river corridor’s designated Green
infrastructure (SA52) in the Allerdale Local Plan Part 2.(ALPP2)
There will be no adverse impact on the Special Area of Conservation
(SAC) designation of the River Derwent, subject to mitigation. These
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conclusions reflect the ‘Appropriate Assessment’ under the Habitat
Regulations. Biodiversity gain can be secured by an s106 legal
agreement.


Heritage
The proposed development would not harm the setting of the nearby
listed buildings and the character and appearance of the St. Michael’s
Conservation Area would be preserved. The proposal complies with
policy S27 of the ALPP1.2014.



Flood Risk and Drainage
The site is in flood zone 1, the area at least probability of flooding and
sequentially the preferred location for development. Drainage
infrastructure requirements can be secured by an s106 legal agreement.

Following member discussions, Councillor A Daniels proposed to approve the
application as per officer recommendations.
Councillor T Annison seconded the motion.
A vote was taken: 5 voted in favour of approval and 4 against.
The motion in favour of approval was carried.
Decision
Approved subject to S106 and verification of any required screening from
Natural England re nutrient neutrality.
Conditions
Time Limit:
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the
expiration of three years from the date of this permission.
Reason: In order to comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990.

In Accordance:
2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out solely in
accordance with the following plans:





Amended application form 19/11/21 re applicant
104B Site Access
07714-SPACE-00-GF-DR-A-01-0001-S3-P1 Ground Floor
07714-SPACE-00-RF-DR-A-02-0001-S3-P1 Roof
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07714-SPACE-00-XX-DR-A-02-0001-S3-Rev P3 Elevations
20/10/20
07714-SPACE-00-XX-DR-A-90-0001-S3-P4 Site Location Plan
07714-SPACE-00-XX-DR-A-91-1008-S3-P4 Boundary
Treatment
07714-00-XX-DR-A-91-1001 S3 Rev P16 Site plan
Dwg AMS TPP Rev C Aborocultural method statement
AMS TPP Rev C Tree protection plan
AIA TPP Rev C Tree protection plan
Arboricultural impact assessment report Rev C
Ground Investigation report (July 2016)
SK0001 Rev C Drainage Strategy Plan.
Noise assessment
Ecological Impact Assessment. Rev H 19/11/21
Stage 1 HRA screening and stage 2 Appropriate Assessment
Rev I 10/01/22
Flood Risk and Drainage Impact Assessment ref 2019051 Rev
D dated August 2019
Phase ll Geo Environmental site investigation and risk
assessment 21/12/21
Letter (Portland consultant engineers) 2019051-mg-001a
(0003) re ground improvements 21/12/21
Predicted vibration levels specification sheet 10/02/21
Biodiversity assessment to demonstrate net gain 3/2/21
DWG 01 Proposed Lighting layout 18/05/21
DWG 00 car parking lighting 18/05/21
Lidl CB data sheets 6m lighting column (Ref. TB061)
Travel Plan
4251-MP-00-00-DR-S-0110-S2 REV P01 Foul water drainage
general arrangement Amended 8/7/21
Lidl CB data sheets
Tree planting guidelines
MAN.1234.001.LD.45.001 Rev A Planting plan (1 of 2)
DWG 16-1093-201 Rev C General arrangement (highway
works)
002 Rev C External works layout 20/10/20
E-mail re 27/11/19 re drainage
Landscape and management Ecological Management plan
Rev A Feb 2022

Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in
complete accordance with the approved plans and any material and nonmaterial alterations to the scheme are properly considered.
Pre-commencement conditions:
3.

No part of the development hereby permitted shall be constructed
until the approved protective fencing outlined on drawing Dwg AMS
TPP Rev C Tree Protection Plan (AMS TPP Rev C), has been
implemented prior to the commencement of the development and
maintained at all times during the construction period.
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Reason: To ensure the retention of existing protected important trees on
the site in compliance with Policy DM17 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part
1) 2014.
4.

No development shall take place until a Construction Method
Statement has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The Statement shall include the following:
a)

b)

c)

d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

i)
j)
k)

Traffic Management Plan to include all traffic associated with
the development, including on-site parking and turning
facilities for site and staff traffic and demolition and
construction access details;
Procedure to monitor and mitigate noise from the construction
including monitoring and accounting for noise from vehicles,
deliveries. All measurements should make reference to
BS7445.
Mitigation measures to reduce adverse impacts on residential
properties from construction compounds including visual
impact, noise, and light pollution;
A written procedure for dealing with complaints regarding the
construction or demolition;
Measures to control the emissions of dust and dirt during
construction and demolition;
Programme of work for Demolition and Construction phase;
Hours of working and deliveries;
Details of lighting to be used on site. The approved statement
shall be adhered to throughout the duration of the
development.
No piling operations shall be undertaken at the site without the
written consent of the local planning authority.
Details of lighting to be used on site.
Surface surface water management plan including appropriate
flooding and pollution prevention guideline measures to
include biosecurity, materials and machinery storage, and
mitigation for the control and management of noise, dust,
surface water run-off and waste to protect the River Derwent
and any surface water drains from sediment, and pollution
from cement or fuel.

The approved statement shall be adhered to throughout the
duration of the construction phase of the development.
Reason: In the interests of general local amenity and in the interests of
safeguarding ecological interests and biodiversity, safeguard against
flooding the to the suuroounding sites and to safeguard agianst pollution
of surrounding watercourses and drainage systemsin compliance with
Policy S29, S32 and S35 of the Allerdale Local plan (Part 1) 2014.
5.

Prior to the commencement of works, details of the finished floor
level of the retail building hereby approved shall be submitted to
and approved by the local planning authority. The development
shall be implemented in accordance with the approved details.
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Reason: To minimise the risk of flooding in the locality of the site to
accord with policy S29 of the Allerdale Local Plan Part 1 2014
6.

The carriageway, footways, footpaths, cycleways etc. shall be
designed, constructed, drained to a standard suitable for adoption
and, in this respect, further details, including longitudinal/cross
sections, shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for
approval before work commences on site. No work shall be
commenced until a full specification has been approved. Any works
so approved shall be constructed before the development is
complete.
Reason: To ensure a minimum standard of construction in the interests
of highway safety in compliance with Policy S22 of the Allerdale Local
Plan (Part 1) 2014.

7.

Full details of the surface water drainage system (incorporating
SUDs features as far as practicable) and a maintenance schedule
(identifying the responsible parties) shall be submitted to the Local
Planning Authority for approval prior to development being
commenced. The details will demonstrate that no flooding will
occur on any part of the site for a 1 in 30 year event unless
designed to do so, flooding will not occur to any building in a 1 in
100 year event plus 30% to account for climate change, and where
reasonably possible flows resulting from rainfall in excess of a 1 in
100 year 6 hour rainfall event are managed in conveyance routes
(plans of flow routes etc). The submitted drainage details shall be
carried out (in accordance with principles set out in the submitted
Flood Risk and Drainage Impact Assessment ref: 2019051 Revision
D dated August 2019 proposing surface water discharging into
watercourse written by Portland Consulting Engineers. Any
approved works shall be implemented prior to the development
being completed and shall be maintained thereafter in accordance
with the schedule.
Reason: To promote sustainable development, secure proper drainage
and to manage the risk of flooding and pollution. To ensure the surface
water system continues to function as designed and that flood risk is not
increased within the site or elsewhere in compliance with policy S29 of
the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014.

Post-commencement/Pre use commencing conditions:
8.

The development shall be implemented solely in accordance with
Para 7 “Advice and recommendations “of the Phase ll Geo
Environmental site investigation and risk assessment 21/12/21 and
a verification report submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority, prior to the development being brought
into operational use.
Reason: To minimise any risk during or post construction works arising
from any possible contamination from the development to the local
environment, in compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework
and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), 2014.
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9.

In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying
out the approved development that was not previously identified it
must be reported immediately to the Local Planning Authority.
Development on the part of the site affected must be halted and a
risk assessment carried out and submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. Where unacceptable risks
are found remediation and verification schemes shall be submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. These
shall be implemented prior to the development (or relevant phase of
development) being brought into use. All works shall be undertaken
in accordance with current UK guidance, particularly CLR11.
Reason: To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination
from the development to the local environment in compliance with the
National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale
Local Plan Part 1, 2014.

10.

The approved lighting details under DWG 01 Proposed Lighting
layout 18/05/21, DWG 00 car parking lighting 18/05/21 and Lidl CB
data sheets 6m lighting column (Ref. TB061) shall be implemented
prior to the commencement of the use of the store and shall not
depart from those levels which are specified in the approved
details.
Reason: To safeguard the amenity of nearby residential properties and
minimise the impact of the works on the ecological value and species of
the River Derwent’s watercourse, in compliance with the National
Planning Policy Framework and Policy S32 and S35 of the Allerdale
Local Plan Part 1, 2014 and Policy SA49 and SA52 of the Allerdale local
plan (Part 2)

11.

The approved operational retail use of the development hereby
permitted shall not commence until the approved means of
enclosure details outlined on Dwg 07714-00-XX-DR-A-91-1008-S3-P4
- Boundary Treatment Plan, have been constructed. These details
shall be retained at all times and no part thereof shall be removed
without the prior consent of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory standard of development which is
compatible with the character of the surrounding area in compliance with
Policy S33 and DM14 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1).

12.

A full specification for all the fixed refrigeration and ventilation
plant for the retail A1 units including octave band data, its location
and any necessary mitigation shall be submitted to and approved
by the Local Planning Authority prior to any construction works
above plinth level. The development shall be implemented solely in
accordance with the approved details prior to the commencement
of the use and retained at all times thereafter.
Reason: To safeguard the amenity of nearby residential properties, in
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S32
of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), 2014.

13.

All planting, seeding or turfing comprised within the approved
scheme Dwg MAN.1234.001.L.D.45.001.P4 Planting Details Rev P4
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shall be carried out in the first planting season following
completion of the development, and any trees or plants which
within a period of 5 years from the completion of the development
die, are removed or become seriously damaged or diseased shall
be replaced in the next planting season with other similar size and
species, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
Reason: In order to enhance the appearance of the development and
minimise the impact of the development in the locality in compliance
Policy S33, S35 and DM14 of the Allerdale Local Plan Part 1 2014.and
policies S49 and SA52 of the Allerdale local plan (Part 2)
14.

Foul and surface water shall be drained on separate systems.
Reason: To secure proper drainage and to manage the risk of flooding
and pollution and to accord with policy S29 of the Allerdale Local Plan
Part 1 2014.

15.

Development shall not start trading until the approved pedestrian
crossing has been implemented in accordance with the approved
details on Dwg 16-1093-201 Rev C Access General Arrangement
and shall thereafter be retained for the lifetime of the development.
Reason: In the interests of pedestrian safety and in compliance with the
National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S22 of the Allerdale
Local Plan (Part 1), 2014.

16.

The development shall not be brought into use until the visibility
splays and access arrangement providing clear visibility as shown
on plan 16-1093-201 Rev C Access General Arrangement are
provided at the junction of the access road with the county
highway. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country
Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 2015 (or any Order
revoking and re-enacting that Order) relating to permitted
development, no structure, or object of any kind shall be erected or
placed and no trees, bushes or other plants which exceed 1m in
height shall be planted or be permitted to grow within the visibility
splay which obstruct the visibility splays.
Reason: To ensure an acceptable standard of highway access during the
construction and operational use of the site, in compliance with the
National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S22 of the Allerdale
Local Plan (Part 1), 2014.

17.

Within 6 months of the development (or any part thereof) opening
for business, the developer shall prepare and submit to the Local
Planning Authority for their approval an updated Travel Plan which
shall identify the measures that will be undertaken by the developer
to encourage the achievement of a modal shift away from the use of
private cars to visit the development to sustainable transport
modes in accordance with the principles of Chapter 7 of the Cora
Travel plan document dated August 2019 . The updated plan shall
include details of an annual report reviewing the effectiveness of
the Travel Plan and including any necessary amendments or
measures. The measures identified in the Travel Plan shall be
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implemented by the developer within 12 months of the development
(or any part thereof) opening for business.
Reason: To aid in the delivery of sustainable transport objectives in
compliance with policies S2 and S22 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1)
2014.
18.

The access roads, parking areas etc shall be designed, constructed,
drained and lit, to the satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority
and in this respect full engineering details, shall be submitted for
approval before construction works commence above ground level.
The use shall not be commenced until such access and
parking/servicing areas and pedestrian access routes have been
constructed in accordance with the approved plans. All such
provision shall be maintained for as long as the use continues and
shall not be removed or altered thereafter, without the prior consent
of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure a minimum standard of access and public
safety/security when the development is brought into use and is retained
thereafter in compliance with policies S2 and S22 of the Allerdale Local
Plan (Part 1) 2014.

19.

The application sites retail A1 unit hereby approved shall not
exceed 1004 m2 floorspace for the sale of convenience goods and
252m2 for comparison goods without the written consent of the
Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To safeguard the vitality and viability of the town centre, in
compliance with Policies S16 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014.

20.

The development shall be implemented solely in accordance with
the mitigation and recommendations outlined in Section 4 and 5 of
the Enzygo Ecological Impact Assessment. Rev H 19/11/21.
Reason: To safeguard the habitat of protected species in compliance
with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S35 and DM17
of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014.

21.

The drainage for the development hereby approved, shall be carried
out in accordance with principles set out in the submitted Flood
Risk and Drainage Impact Assessment ref: 2019051 Revision D
dated August 2019 proposing surface water discharging into
watercourse written by Portland Consulting Engineers, as amended
by the foul drainage connection plan 4251-MP-00-00-DR-S-0110-S2
REV P01 Foul water drainage general arrangement Amended 8/7/21.
No surface water will be permitted to drain directly or indirectly into
the public sewer. Any variation to the discharge of foul shall be
agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority prior to the
commencement of the development. The development shall be
completed in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory form of development and to prevent an
undue increase in surface water run-off and to reduce the risk of flooding
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22.

No development approved by this planning permission shall
commence until a remediation strategy to deal with the risks
associated with contamination of the site in respect of the
development hereby permitted, has been submitted to, and
approved in writing by, the local planning authority. This strategy
will include the following components:
1. A site investigation scheme, based on the desk study to provide
information for a detailed assessment of the risk to all receptors
that may be affected, including those off-site.
2. The results of the site investigation and the detailed risk
assessment referred to in (1) and, based on these, an options
appraisal and remediation strategy giving full details of the
remediation measures required and how they are to be undertaken.
3. A verification plan providing details of the data that will be
collected in order to demonstrate that the works set out in the
remediation strategy in (2) are complete and identifying any
requirements for longer-term monitoring of pollutant linkages,
maintenance and arrangements for contingency action. Any
changes to these components require the written consent of the
local planning authority. The scheme shall be implemented as
approved.
Reason: To ensure that the development does not contribute to, and is
not put at unacceptable risk from or adversely affected by, unacceptable
levels of water pollution in line with paragraph 170 of the National
Planning Policy Framework.

The meeting closed at 2.20 pm
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Agenda Item 5
Allerdale Borough Council
Planning Application FUL/2021/0299
Development Panel Report
Reference Number:
Valid Date:
Location:
Applicant:
Proposal:

FUL/2021/0299
22/11/2021
Land West of St Andrews View, Thursby
David Haywood, Story Homes Ltd
67 residential dwellings with associated open space,
infrastructure, landscaping and ancillary works
including temporary construction access

RECOMMENDATION
Grant, subject to conditions and the signing of a legal agreement to secure


the 13 affordable housing (7 units for affordable rent, 3 Starter Homes and 3 low
cost housing),



a Travel Plan Monitoring Contribution of £6,600.

1.

Summary

Issue

Conclusion

Principle of Development

The application site is within the settlement
limits of Abbeytown as defined in the
Allerdale Local Plan Part 2 and is a
‘Housing Commitment’.
The provision of 67 houses would
contribute to strategic objective SO2c of
the ALPP1, which seeks to ensure a
deliverable supply of housing land that
meets the needs of the community and
local economy, as well as the Council Plan
in terms of strengthening our economy and
supporting the development of new homes
where they are needed.

Benefits of the proposal

The additional affordable houses to be
provided by the proposal would increase
access to affordable housing in the
Borough, in accordance with strategic
objective SO2d of the ALPP1.
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Balanced and mixed communities
including affordable and accessible homes

The development is for 67 dwellings
comprising: 6 x 5 bedroom; 35 x 4
bedroom; 16 x 3 bedroom and 20 x 2
bedroom (3 of these are bungalows). 13
affordable dwellings are proposed. The
housing mix is considered to be
acceptable.

Scale, Layout, Design and Materials

The scale and layout is acceptable for this
development site with the design and
materials responding to the character of
the built environment and on site
constraints.

Sustainability, Vehicular Access and
Highway Safety

The highway arrangements are
acceptable. Suitable visibility splays can
be provided to allow for a safe vehicular
access. Parking standards are met.

Flooding / Drainage

The development secures an acceptable
scheme for the disposal of foul and
surface. The foul with connect to the
existing pumping station before entering
the public sewer, with surface water
draining to the existing SuDs pond to the
north of the site, before directed to the
watercourse at a controlled rate.

Noise

The existing noise from the wind turbine
and road traffic from the A595 would not
lead to unacceptable living conditions of
the dwellings subject to appropriate
mitigation measures.

Shadow Flicker

The impacts from shadow flicker from
nearby wind turbines would not lead to
unacceptable living conditions of the
dwellings.

Heritage / Archaeology

The County Archaeologist has highlighted
that the site is of some archaeological
interest. A further investigation of the site
should be undertaken and this can be
controlled by condition.

Landscape and Visual Effects

The development will not have a
significant adverse visual impact on the
landscape and amenity and will be seen in
line with the existing built development.
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There will also be hedgerow and tree
planting proposed as part of the scheme.
There will be a visual change for nearby
dwellings however the change is deemed
acceptable and will not have a significant
impact on neighbouring residential amenity
by virtue of overlooking or loss of light.
Play Provision / Amenity Greenspace

The developer has provided amenity green
space throughout the development in line
with the SPD.
A play area is to be provided on site, with
a pedestrian link to the phase 1
development. The size is line with those
stated on the SPD and the siting is
considered acceptable.

Ecology / Biodiversity Enhancements

A suitable Ecological Appraisal has been
provided for the proposal along with soft
landscaping plans.
The proposal will see existing trees
retained and landscaping increased
throughout the site to encourage a wider
variety of wildlife to use the site.

2.

Proposal

2.1.

The application is for a housing development within the settlement limit of
Thursby. The village is a Local Service Centre within Allerdale Local Plan Part 1
(ALLP1). The applicant seeks full permission for 67 dwellings comprising of a mix
of 2, 3, 4 and 5 bed semi-detached and detached 2 storey dwellings and 3
bungalows on this 3.43 hectare site (8.58 acres). The proposed scale of the
development is 31 dwellings per hectare.

2.2.

Details have been provided of the design and layout, elevation treatments and
materials, road access and highway works, house types and tenure, external
works, hard and soft landscaping, boundary treatments, parking arrangements
and drainage strategy. The scheme is further supported by a Design and Access
Statement, Transport Statement, Travel Plan, Flood Risk Assessment,
Construction Management Plan, Ecology Report, Ground Investigation Report,
Archaeological Reports, Heritage Statement and Landscape Visual Impact
assessment.

2.3.

The Plans for consideration are:Amended 20091.90.9.SL.LP Revision A Location Plan 21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.CL Rev C Site Layout Colour Layout 21.03.2022
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Amended 20091.90.9.SL.GA Rev B Site Layout General Arrangements
21.03.2022
210920-THURSBY-SH-TOPO-001 Revision B Topographical Survey
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.ET Rev B Site Layout Elevation Treatment 21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.HS Revision B Site Layout Hard Surfaces 21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.PP Revision B Site Layout Parking Provision
21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.BT Revision C Site Layout Boundary Treatments
21.03.2022
Amended SD100-A-001 Revision A External Plot Finishes – High Open Boarded
Fence 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-A-002.1 Revision A External Plot Finishes – Open Boarded
Timber Side Gate Details 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-A-002.2 External Plot Finishes – High Feather Edge Board
Timber Side Gate Details 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-A-004 Revision A External Plot Finishes – High Feather Edge
Fence 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-A-005 Revision A External Plot Finishes – Acoustic Fencing
19.01.2022
Amended SD100-A-012 External Plot Finishes – Trip Rail 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-B-001 Revision A External Plot Finishes – Brick Boundary Wall
19.01.2022
Amended SD100-C-001 External Plot Finishes – Estate Railing 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-C-002 External Plot Finishes – 1200mm Plain Top Railing
19.01.2022
Amended SD100-C-003 External Plot Finishes – 900mm Plain Top Railing
19.01.2022
Amended SD100-C-004 External Plot Finishes – Rail and Post fixing to masonry
wall 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-C-005 External Plot Finishes – SUDS Fencing 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-D-001 External Plot Finishes – Stock Proof Fence 19.01.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.ML Revision B Layout Management Layout 21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.SS Revision A Site Layout Site Sections 11.02.2022
Amended 7628/07 Revision H External Works Layout 21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.ASSD Revision B Site Layout Affordable & Space
Standard Distribution 21.03.2022
Amended SHTP2-WW01 Revision J Landscape Plan 21.03.2022
Amended SHTP2-WW02 Revision J Landscape Management Plan 29.03.22
Amended 7628-PO1 Revision C Proposed Drainage Layout 11.02.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.CSWMP Revision D Construction Surface Water
Management Plan 21.03.2022
Amended 7628/01 Revision H Proposed Drainage Layout 21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.LOP Revision B Land Ownership Plan 21.03.2022
Amended BFD-PLP1 Revision A Branford M4(2)S Planning Layout 1 11.02.2022
Amended BFD-PLE1/1 Revision B Branford M4(2)S Planning Elevation 1/1
11.02.2022
Amended BFD-PLE1/2 Revision B Branford M4(2)S Planning Elevation 1/2
11.02.2022
Amended MTN-PLP1 Revision B Masterton (A) Planning Layout 1 11.02.2022
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Amended MTN-PLE1/1 Revision D Masterton (A) Planning Elevation 1/1
11.02.2022
MTN-PLE1/2 Revision D Masterton (A) Planning Elevation 1/2 11.02.2022
Amended SAN-PLP1 Revision C Sanderson (A) Planning Layout 1 11.02.2022
Amended SAN-PLE1/1 Revision C Sanderson (A) Planning Elevation 1/1
11.02.2022
Amended SAN-PLE1/2 Revision C Sanderson (A) Planning Elevation 1/2
11.02.2022
Amended FFD-PLP1 Revision B Fulford M4(2)S Planning Layout 1 21.03.2022
Amended FFD-PLE1/1 Revision B Fulford M4(2)S Planning Elevation 1/1
21.03.2022
Amended FFD-PLE1/2 Revision B Fulford M4(2)S Planning Elevation 1/2
21.03.2022
Amended WXD-PLP1 Revision B Wexford M4(2)S Planning Layout 1 (Front)
11.02.2022
Amended WXD-PLE1/1 Revision B Wexford M4(2)S Planning Elevation 1/1
(Front) 11.02.2022
Amended WXD-PLE1/2 Revision B Wexford M4(2)S Planning Elevation 1/2
(Front) 11.02.2022
Amended SPR-PLP1 Revision C Spencer (A) Planning Layout 1 11.02.2022
Amended SPR-PLP2 Revision C Spencer (A) Planning Layout 2 11.02.2022
Amended SPR-PLE1/1 Revision D Spencer (A) Planning Elevation 1/1
11.02.2022
Amended SPR-PLE1/2 Revision D Spencer (A) Planning Elevation 1/2
11.02.2022
Amended SPR-PLE2/1 Revision D Spencer (A) Planning Elevation 2/1
11.02.2022
Amended SPR-PLE2/2 Revision D Spencer (A) Planning Elevation 2/2
Amended PRN-PLP1 Revision D Pearson (A) Planning Layout 1 11.02.2022
Amended PRN-PLE1/1 Revision D Pearson (A) Planning Elevation 1/1
11.02.2022
Amended PRN-PLE1/2 Revision D Pearson (A) Planning Elevation 1/2
11.02.2022
Amended HWN-PLP1 Revision B Hewson (A) Planning Layout 1 11.02.2022
Amended HWN-PLE1/1 Revision D Hewson (A) Planning Elevation 1/1
11.020.2022
Amended HWN-PLE1/2 Revision D Hewson (A) Planning Elevation 1/2
11.02.2022
BKF-PLP1 Beckford M4(3)S Planning Layout 1
BKF-PLE1/1 Beckford M4(3)S Planning Elevation 1/1
BFK-PLE1/2 Beckford M4(3)S Planning Elevation 1/2
BKF-PLP2 Beckford M4(3)S Planning Layout 2
BKF-PLE2/1 Beckford M4(3)S Planning Elevation 2/1
BFK-PLE2/2 Beckford M4(3)S Planning Elevation 2/2
RFD-PLP1 Revision A Rushford M4(2)S Planning Layout 1
RFD-PLE1/1 Revision A Rushford M4(2)S Planning Elevation 1/1
RFD-PLE1/2 Revision A Rushford M4(2)S Planning Elevation ½
NWF-PLP1 Newford M4(3)S Planning Layout 1
NWF-PLE1/1 Newford M4(3)S Planning Elevation 1/1
NWF-PLE1/2 Newford M4(3)S Planning Elevation 1/2
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GB-PLP1/1 Revision B Single Garage 1 Planning Drawing 1/1
GB-PLP1/2 Revision B Single Garage 1 Planning Drawing1/2
GB-PLP2/1 Revision B Double Garage 1 Planning Drawing 2/1
GB-PLP2/2 Revision B Double Garage 1 Planning Drawing 2/2
GB-PLP3/1 Revision A Twin Garage 1 Planning Drawing 3/1
GB-PLP3/2 Revision A Twin Garage 1 Planning Drawing 3/2
Material Schedule
Design and Access Statement
Amended Arboricultural Impact Assessment February 2022 11.02.2022
Amended Construction and Environmental Management Plan Revision A
11.02.2022
Amended Noise Report 11.02.2022
Shadow Flicker Assessment received 31.03.2022
Appendix A – Shadow Flicker Output Map Figure 1 received 11.02.2022
Appendix B – Detailed Shadow Flicker Times at Receptors received 11.02.2022
Letter from Neo Environmental Ltd Shadow Flicker received 18.03.2022
Amended Transport Assessment 18.02.2022
Supporting Statement Transport Issues 23.02.2022
Flood Risk Assessment Report and Addendum report
Economic Benefits Statement
Preliminary Ecological Report
Ground Investigation Report
Travel Plan Framework Report
Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment and Geophysical Survey
Archaeological Assessment 2
Heritage Statement
Rev. A 20.04.21 Landscape Maintenance & Management Plan
Outline Landscape and Visual Impact Appraisal including Appendix 1 Photo
Analysis
3.

Site and Surroundings

3.1.

The site is currently an agricultural field located on the western periphery of the
village of Thursby. The site is located approximately 6.45km to the south-west of
Carlisle, 3.8km to the west of Dalston and 5.8km to the north of Wigton.

3.2.

The site comprises a single field parcel and is bound to the east by the Story
Homes residential development of 69 dwellings known as St Andrews View
(often referred to as Phase 1 and completed Summer 2019), to the south by a
species poor hedgerow with a grass verge plus street lighting along the adopted
highway known as Low Road, to the west by the A595 road that connects
Carlisle to West Cumbria, and to the north by the existing SUDS pond serving St
Andrew’s View development.

3.3.

There is a gentle downward sloping south-west to north-east gradient on the land
towards Matty Beck, and a small mound in the middle of the site. The A595 to the
west of the site sits slightly higher than the site.

3.4.

A 74m high (to blade tip) wind turbine lies approx. 280m to the south-west of the
site and is clearly visible from the site and the surrounding area.
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3.5.

The village of Thursby offers a number of services such as a public house,
primary school, public transport, village hall and church.

3.6.

The site is allocated for residential development in Policy SA29 of the Allerdale
Local Plan Part 2, adopted July 2020.

4.

Relevant Planning History

4.1.

2/2016/0070 Housing development for 69 dwellings – Approved 12/09/2016.
Development Built.

5.

Representations
Thursby Parish Council
24.02.2022

5.1.

We welcome development within Thursby Parish which brings with it an amount
of affordable-social-rented accommodation, but not at the cost of unacceptable
harm or wellbeing to its occupants and surrounding resident’s policy SA29.

5.2.

Many of the objections forwarded regarding Phase 1 St Andrews View are
relevant to this application but in greater detail namely safety.

5.3.

The planning inspectorate report on the examination of the Allerdale Local Plan
(Part 2) Site Allocations document page 11 policy SA29 requires further
clarification to demonstrate how appropriate transport improvements to the A595
at the junction with Low Road have been considered as part of the development
at Land to the west of Matty Lonning Thursby. The advice given by the County
Council requesting a traffic assessment be carried out in order to assess the
transport improvements required in the interest of highway safety (MM28). This
request was never completed for Phase 1 (St Andrews View).

5.4.

No traffic assessment has been carried out for this application.

5.5.

Cumbria County Council a consultee Local Highways response are requesting
due to the increased right turn traffic movement off the A595 into Thursby that a
Right-Hand Ghost turn off the A595 be installed.

5.6.

We welcome the second access (making the sale access permanent) however
we have concerns relating to highway junctions and proposed walk/cycle route all
converging around the proposed play area.

5.7.

We also have concerns relating to the 30mph speed limit mentioned in the Local
Highway Authority response document this we requested for phase 1 but 60mph
was brought down to 40mph. In view of the pedestrian walking. We request a
20mph speed limit be but in place on Phase 1 and 2.
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5.8.

S19 seeks to protect local residents from unacceptable harm. We have
reservations regarding the accuracy of the noise survey as this was carried out
over a 24hr period and the turbine noise has not been considered.

5.9.

We note the extent of the modifications required to a large number of the
proposed dwellings to ensure compliance with permitted noise levels i.e. PIVs
and glazing and question under S19 unacceptable harm and mental health.

5.10. The flicker created by the turbine is reliant on turbine speed and the height of the
sun. We are concerned about the amount of effected proposed properties and
the accuracy of the supplied survey document.
5.11. We have concerns in line with the Housing Response from Allerdale Borough
Council that in line with the 2016 Housing Study the correct mix of required
properties are not being provided to meet the needs of the ageing population in
Thursby and adjoining parishes.
5.12. We have ongoing concerns regarding the sewerage treatment plant and its
discharge into Matty Beck during heavy rainfall. The units capability to cater for a
further 67 properties being questionable. United Utilities response is unclear.
5.13. We would also suggest the play area be moved to the centre grassed area within
the proposed development.
5.14. Concerns about the 2m Acoustic Bund running parallel with the A595 in line with
the world health recommendations a higher bund is required.
22.12.2021
5.15. This site was originally rejected on the grounds of close proximity to the A595
and the Wind Turbine.
Health
5.16. Noise/Air Quality.
Noise
5.17. Close proximity to the A595. Close proximity to the Wind Turbine (just outside the
agreed measurements)
Air Quality
5.18. Close Proximity to the A595.
Density
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5.19. The original Proposed Plan - 40 houses (Allerdale Local Plan Part 2).
FUL/2021/0299 is for 67 houses. Object to the increased number of houses on
density.
Safety – Motor vehicle access
5.20. It is proposed to use the existing exit/entrance on Bouch Way for the Phase 2
Development (67 houses) which is already established for the Phase 1
Development (69 houses), therefore only the one exit/entrance for the 2
developments.
5.21. There will be a safety problem on the Dundraw Lane/Bouch Way corner/junction
when motor vehicles and pedestrians need to use this cross over to continue on
to exit/enter the 2 developments.
5.22. Pedestrians consist of adults and senior school children making their way to the
village green to catch the necessary bus. Mothers with pushchairs and children
making their way to the Junior School in Thursby village.
5.23. Low Road is a 40 mile per hour speed limit, and pedestrians need to use the
pavements on the development safely at the Dundraw Lane/Bouch Way
corner/junction.
5.24. Could the spur at Dundraw Lane be a footpath only to allow pedestrians access
only, no motor vehicle access.
5.25. FUL/2021/0297 is a Story Homes Planning Application for a temporary Sales
Access for the proposed Phase 2 development.
5.26. There is also an Emergency Access proposed for the Phase 2 development.
5.27. Could one of these accesses be considered as a permanent arrangement for
motor vehicles (residents, visitors and delivery vans).
5.28. Also the planning application does not follow Allerdale’s local plan key
recommendations [3.179, 3.180-3.182] and insufficient assessments have been
completed as part of this application ignoring the well-being of phase 1 residents
as well as not fulfilling their contractual obligations for the western boundary for
phase 1.
5.29. Noise assessment conducted at a time when covid restrictions and public
avoidance were high on the national agenda, and which impacted upon travel,
movements and volumes of traffic. This was reflected in lower levels of traffic
using the A595. Even so there were noise issues identified within the application.
5.30. There is no model of noise assessment which estimates the increased impact of
noise on current residents living in that area, resulting from additional vehicles
using Bouch Way and the intended Dundraw Lane entrance, combined with
current A595 and wind turbine noise.
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5.31. Noise levels would be reduced for residents of Bouch Way and Dundraw Lane
with a separate entrance for Phase 2 as would less housing development.
5.32. The applicant has submitted traffic assessments in which covid restrictions have
been used as rationale for not gathering information yet submits a noise
assessment gathered when covid was high on the national agenda and having
significant impact on movement.
5.33. Noise pollution for the wider village is bound to correspondingly increase with
increased levels of through traffic generated by Phase 2.
5.34. The previous application for the Phase 2 site, west of St Andrews View, was
refused. Reasons being noise, the wind turbine and the proposed development’s
proximity to the A595. Nothing has changed.
5.35. Any disturbance of heritage assets should be considered as potentially damaging
the character of the area.
5.36. The County Archaeologist, following the 2016 approval for the development of St
Andrews View, highlighted recommendations for further archaeologist
investigations before the commencement of development. The assessment
provided by the applicant is dated 2013.
5.37. The density of the proposed development is out of keeping with the village and St
Andrews View. It will be overbearing and disproportionate. It impacts upon
amenity of the development and the wider village and intensifies feelings of being
overlooked and a loss of privacy.
5.38. The visual impacts of the development are negative. This negatively affects the
amenity and wellbeing of Thursby residents and is detrimental to the character of
the village.
5.39. The planned playing area which is nearer to the A595 junction. It leaves children
further exposed to risks of road noise and emissions from A595 traffic with any
form of ball game being an additional risk. Situated on an outer edge of the site
there is a further risk for unaccompanied young children.
5.40. The wind turbine is directly adjacent to the Phase 2 site with plans indicating the
dwellings will have direct views of the turbine. This is in contradiction to the
Allerdale Local Plan Part 2.
5.41. Out of date and inaccurate data in the traffic assessments submitted by the
applicant.
5.42. There are numerous negative highway considerations; more vehicles using Matty
Lonning as a cut through; and adding further pressures to Matty Lonning
residents.
5.43. The current condition of road surfaces within the village can only be described as
extremely poor. Increased traffic will only make the road conditions much worse.
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5.44. No modelling conducted for one site entrance.
5.45. Negative impact of additional vehicles on current residents in the vicinity of
Bouch Way and Dundraw Lane.
5.46. This will impact on the wellbeing of the current residents, there will be increased
levels of risk, noise, nuisance and inconvenience. All of which will increase
residents’ stress levels.
5.47. Residents living in the immediate vicinity of the Bouch Way and Dundraw Lane
junction will also suffer a loss of privacy and increased ‘headlight’ ingress.
5.48. There are no road markings currently identifying priorities and right of way at the
proposed single entrance to phase 2. The camber of the road may also need to
be reassessed were it to become the only entrance into Phase 2.
5.49. The argument in the applicant’s traffic assessments is that the Low Road junction
and the Dundraw Lane entrances are both safe and acceptable access points for
Phase 2. This is without provision of current and accurate data and modelling
based on increased levels of traffic to and from the estate.
5.50. No account has been taken of the increased footfall in the area, children playing
and pedal cycles.
5.51. The immediate environment of the Dundraw Lane junction carries more risk than
the Low Road junction. The Dundraw Lane junction’s risk factors include
impeded views of the roads approaching the junction. Because of housing
situated within only a few metres of the junction, parked vehicles, playing children
and the absence of any road markings to identify priority between Dundraw Lane
and Bouch Way.
5.52. The applicant fails to recognise there is a second alternative route for traffic
through St Andrews View and which avoids the Dundraw and Bouch Way
junction. There is no such planned second alternative route within Phase 2.
5.53. The natural western boundary of the village will become the A595 which will lead
to an increased use of Low Road by vehicles travelling from the West. Currently
the junction between Low Road and the A595 is signposted Curthwaite. Drivers
will identify the junction as the first opportunity to access Thursby. This will add
additional traffic pressures and risk to the West of the village.
Environmental Health
30.03.2022
5.54. The reviewed (February 2022) noise assessment has appropriately addressed
Environmental Health queries and comments and no objections are raised to the
proposal with regards to noise.
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5.55. As expected, the traffic levels were lower during 2020, however the assessment
has now addressed this and the measured levels have been
adjusted accordingly. The changes don't really have any material impact on the
proposed mitigation, however you can be confident that the assessment
approach regarding road traffic noise is now robust.
5.56. Environmental Health staff visited St Andrews View on 2nd March 12.45-13.15
approx 14mph easterly wind and 25th March 16.34-16.51 approx 5mph south
westerly wind. The wind turbine adjacent was operational on both occasions. The
predominant noise source was traffic on the A595.
5.57. On 2nd March the Turbine blade movement could be heard at the site access to
Bouch Way when standing still, but not at a level that would affect amenity and
could not be heard when walking around the development.
5.58. On 25th March the turbine blade movement was inaudible at the development.
5.59. The mitigations measured in the noise report should be appropriately
conditioned.
Cumbria County Council
28.02.2022
Local Highway Authority Response
5.60. The concerns about the parking figures has been addressed by the applicant.
We accept their argument on this particular occasion.
5.61. We are pleased that the proposed access to the sales unit be made permanent
(extending the Speed limit slightly further to cover this access or extending the
system of street lighting) and still recommend that the temporary TRO for the
proposed temporary access be introduced.
5.62. It is noted that the assumptions made on the TA (Drawing no 1084-FF05-D) is
incorrect where it refers to the location of the 30mph and derestricted sign
locations. This does not take into account the 40mph speed limit currently in
place.
5.63. I can also confirm that the frontage footway would not be required, provided of
course that the footway proposed by the applicant is completed and usable as
per the suggested condition below.
Right hand ghosted turn from the A595
5.64. The applicant has responded to this element in some detail. It is out view (in light
of the comments received) that the creation of a right turn lane would have been
a “good to have”/desirable improvement, but would not be an essential/”must
have” addition to the highway network.
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5.65. We therefore are content to remove this ‘ask’ from our previous comments.
Interim Transport Plan (TP)
5.66. As stated previously, the document is well written and most of its contents is
acceptable. The applicant’s willingness to increase the target from 5% to 10% is
welcomed. The monitoring of the TP, implementation and funding should be
covered by a S106 agreement.
Lead Local Flood Authority Response
5.67. The details provided by the applicant is acceptable. I can confirm that this
element is now addressed and can therefore be covered by a suitably worded
condition.
Conclusions
5.68. We have no in principle objections to this application, we would however
recommend conditions are attached and obligations are included in any consent.
06.01.2022
Local Education Authority Response
5.69. The dwelling-led model has been applied to the housing mix provided of 10 x 2
bed, 16 x 3 bed and 41 x 4 bedroom houses, which theoretically estimates a
yield of 28 children: 16 primary and 12 secondary pupils.
5.70. The site is in the catchment areas of Thursby School (0.6 mile) for primary and
Caldew School (3.8 miles) for secondary education. The next nearest primary
school is Rosley CE School (2.6 miles) and the next nearest secondary school is
Morton Academy (4.7 miles), both schools are over the walking thresholds.
5.71. The methodology for calculating available spaces in schools first considers
developments with planning approval, before assessing which schools the
developments will impact and what spaces remain for the most recently proposed
development. Currently there are no developments affecting the primary
catchment school used for this assessment and there are four for the secondary
schools.
Primary
5.72. There are sufficient places available in the catchment school of Thursby to
accommodate the primary pupil yield of 16 from this development. The next
nearest school is Rosley but it is over 2 mile walking threshold.
5.73. No education contribution would be required.
Secondary
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5.74. There are sufficient places available in the catchment school of Caldew to
accommodate the secondary pupil yield of 12 from this development. The next
nearest school is Morton Academy which is over the walking threshold.
5.75. An education contribution would not be required.
5.76. The current transport has adequate capacity to transport children from this
development to the catchment school. A contribution towards secondary school
transport will therefore not be required.
Fire Officer
5.77. No reply to date.
Environment Agency
5.78. We have no objection in principle to the proposed development as submitted, but
would provide information regarding the need for a permit as the northwest
corner of the site runs adjacent to the main river Matty Beck.
County Archaeologist
5.79. Our records indicate that the site is of some archaeological interest. Aerial photos
show that a cropmark enclosure indicative of a prehistoric settlement may survive
on part of the site. The geophysical survey of the site was inconclusive but may
have revealed buried remains of the enclosure. It is therefore considered that the
construction of the proposed development has the potential to disturb buried
archaeological remains of local significance.
5.80. I therefore recommend that, in the event planning consent is granted, the site is
subject to archaeological investigation and recording in advance of development.
I advise that this work should be commissioned and undertaken at the expense
of the developer and can be secured through the inclusion of a condition in any
planning consent.
Natural England
5.81. No comments to make on this application.
Cumbria Wildlife Trust
5.82. No reply to date.
Highways England
5.83. I’ve checked the location and they are some way from the nearest section of the
Strategic Road Network and as such we would offer no comments. The roads
that may be impacted by the development are managed by Cumbria CC.
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Cumbria Constabulary
5.84. No reply to date.
Housing Services
11.03.2022
5.85. Affordable provision on this development should be in line with the requirements
of policy SA3 of the Local Plan (Part 2). This would include an affordable
provision of 20%, equating to 13 properties.
5.86. The housing team will take a flexible and pragmatic approach when considering
the tenure of affordable housing provision to enable this development to be
delivered.
5.87. The findings from the 2016 housing study show that the need for affordable
housing in Thursby and its adjoining parishes of Aikton, Westward and Woodside
is mostly two bedroomed properties. However, there is a substantial need for four
bedroomed.
Table One
Four bed property
Three bed older persons
One bed older persons
Two bed property
Three bed property
Five+ bed property
One bed property

%
19
5
12
41
5
8
10

5.88. Discounted Sale properties must be sold for no more than 65% of their open
market value. The Discounted Sale register shows that as at February 2022 the
following number of householders are interested in discounted sale housing and
consider themselves to have a local connection to either the parish of Thursby or
one of its adjoining parishes.
Low Cost Home Ownership Register*
2BH 3BH 4BH 1BF 2BF 3BF 1BB

Table
1BH
Two
Thursby
2
1
Total
2
1
* parishes where no demand has been identified are now shown

2BB

3BB

5.89. Information from Choice Based Lettings shows that the following properties have
become available for rent in Thursby and its adjoining parishes during 2020/21
and 2021/22 to date:
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Table Two

No. Available

No. of Bids

One bed bungalow
Two bed bungalow
Two bed property
Three bed property

1
2
1
3

12
53
6
89

Average no. of
bids
12
26
6
30

5.90. Where affordable housing is being delivered on this site there is an expectation
that these homes would need to be of acceptable house sized standard for the
registered housing provider. Please refer to paragraph 35 in the Local Plan Part
2 SA3 in relation to space standards for registered providers.
5.91. We would like to see that the spaces standards for the proposed affordable sale
properties are reflective of the standards we would expect in the social rented
sector and that these properties can meet the needs of a small family (i.e.
minimum three person family).
5.92. Since 2016/21, 17 units have been completed in Thursby. Of these, 4 were for
discounted sale – four x two bed houses.
United Utilities
5.93. Following our review of the submitted Drainage Strategy, we can confirm the
proposals are acceptable in principle to United Utilities and therefore should
planning permission be granted we request conditions are attached in relation to
the foul and surface water drainage securing these are in line with the submitted
information.
CCC Minerals & Waste
5.94. No objection to this application.
5.95. The application has been advertised by press advert, site notice and neighbour
letter.
5.96. 37 letters of representation have been received following the original
advertisement of the application and re-consultations, raising objection to the
proposal. The representations are summarised as follows.
1. In relation to the amended plans it is considered these have changed little
and not addressed the concerns raised.
2. The development does not confirm with ALPP SA29 which shows a site
capacity of 40 dwellings.
3. A reduction in the number of proposed houses and density could address the
significant concerns raised by residents of Thursby.
4. Phase 1 and 2 together will make some 140 homes, which is huge in relation
to the size of the village.
5. The development will alter the character of the village and be on the edge of
the village.
6. There is no justification to add a further 67 houses to the village.
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7. Lack of facilities in the village; shop, school places. Increases the use of
private vehicles.
8. A traffic slowing roundabout must be created at the A595/Low Road Junction.
This will continue to be a dangerous junction, more so with an increasing
amount of traffic turning into the village, or exiting onto the A595. Quoting
reported accident data to support the lack of an upgrade should not be
considered sufficient and justified.
9. Concern with the impact on taking children to School. There is a lack of
parking on School Road with the increased traffic to the school this will have
severe impacts. There are no traffic calming measures around the school.
10. There are 3 indented visitor parking spaces in bays and the remainder 28
allocated roadside spaces. The use of on road visitor parking creates issues
for both vehicles and pedestrians alike. If there were less congested housing,
there may be an opportunity to move visitor parking from the road to
identifiable indented parking bays. A number of these are located at junctions
or to the front of the play area creating a highway hazard and safety use of
users.
11. This development should offer a larger range of homes, particularly to include
more single storey / bungalows.
12. Residents on phase 1 development experience constantly elevated levels of
noise from the A595. What will it be like for these dwellings in closer
proximity. A 2 m bund will not be sufficient.
13. The noise survey measurements were taken in a 24hours period on a
weekday. The survey should have included a weekend. The traffic on the
A595 can increase significantly in the summer months and at weekends when
day trippers and holiday makers travel to the area.
14. The noise assessment exposes significant noise pollution problems faced by
future residents; the report identifies 51 of the proposed 67 houses will
require PIV system of ventilation. That is 76% of the proposed housing. In
addition, 19 houses will require specialised glazing to mitigate noise
essentially meaning a large proportion of the site should have their windows
shut every day to avoid traffic. PIV’s also do not provide ventilation in higher
temperatures. All but one of these are situated along the length of the
proposed bund and are nearest the A595. These measures do not reduce
impact on gardens.
15. The wind speed on the day of the noise reading were less than 5 mph
throughout the survey. This is inappropriate in that the wind can have a
significant effect on noise levels and from my experience certainly does on St
Andrews View.
16. The shadow flicker report is welcomed, however the use of unconscious bias
techniques via the colour and scaling starting at 30hrs is misleading.
Depending on orientation the dwellings will experience shadow flicker.
17. Lack of transparency when selling houses on phase 1, and no information
about the planned phase 2 in such close proximity.
18. The development could lead to increased traffic flow along Matty Lonning
which is access only.
19. The development does not provide for adequate open space.
20. It is not clear what the intent is to do with the existing western boundary for
phase 1 with no reference to it in the Arboricultural report or landscaping plan.
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1 letter of support has been received who believe the village can cope with
the additional houses and may result in a shop for the village.
6.

Environmental Impact Assessment

6.1.

With regards to The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2017 the development does not within Schedule 1 nor
2 and, as such, is not EIA development.

7.

Duties

7.1.

Regulation 9 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017
requires all public bodies to have regard to the requirements of the Habitats
Directive in the exercise of their functions, particularly when determining a
planning application for a development which may have an impact on European
Protected Species ("EPS"), such as bats, great crested newts or otters.

8.

Development Plan Policies

8.1.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1)
Policy S1 Presumption in Favour of Development
Policy S2 Sustainable Development
Policy S3 Spatial Strategy and Growth
Policy S4 Design Principles
Policy S5 Development Principles
Policy S6d Area Based Wigton
Policy S7 A Mixed and Balanced Housing Market
Policy S19 Renewable Energy and Low Carbon Technologies
Policy S21 Developer Contributions
Policy S22 Transport Principles
Policy S24 Green Infrastruture
Policy S25 Sports, Leisure and Open Space
Policy S27 Heritage Assets
Policy S29 Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage
Policy S30 Reuse of Land
Policy S32 Safeguarding Amenity
Policy S33 Landscape
Policy S35 protecting and Enhancing Biodiversity and Geodiversity
Policy S36 Air, Water and Soil Quality
Policy DM12 Sustainable Construction
Policy DM14 Standards of Good Design
Policy DM17 Trees, Hedgerows and Woodland
https://www.allerdale.gov.uk/en/planning-building-control/planning-policy/localplan-part-1/
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8.2.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2) (Adoped July 2020)
Policy SA1 Identified Sites
Policy SA2 Settlement Boundaries
Policy SA3 Affordable Housing
Policy SA5 Housing Standards
Policy SA6 Housing Delivery
Policy SA29 Land to West of St. Andrew’s View, Thursby
Policy SA33 Broadband
Policy SA51 Amenity Green Spaces
Policy SA52 Green Infrastructure
https://www.allerdale.gov.uk/en/siteallocations/

8.3.

The site is within the settlement limits of Thursby as defined by the policies maps
contained withn the Allerdale Borough Local Plan (Part 2). The site is a ‘Housing
Commitment’ within Part 2 also.

9.

Other material considerations
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021)

9.1.

Paragraph 219 advises that the weight afforded to development plan policies can
vary according to their degree of consistency with the framework (the closer the
policies in the plan to the policies in the Framework, the greater the weight that
may be given).

9.2.

The NPPF is available to view at:https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-framework-2
Developer Contributions Supplementary Planning Document

9.3.

This document is complementary to the Local Plan Part 1 and was the subject of
consultation and subsequent approval by members. It sets out the Council’s
approach to securing necessary contribution via S106 agreements where
necessary to make the development acceptable and where reasonable to do so.

9.4.

Allerdale Action Plan to Address Climate Change

9.5.

Allerdale Borough Council Plan 2020-2030:


Ensure there are suitable, affordable, decent homes for all.

The details of this document can be viewed here:
https://www.allerdale.gov.uk/en/about-council/council-strategy-2020-2030/
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10.

Policy weighting

10.1. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that,
if regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any
determination to be made under the Planning Acts, the determination must be
made in accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. This means that the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014 and the
Allerdale Borough Local Plan (Part 2) 2020 policies have primacy.
11.

Assessment:
Principle of development

11.1. The Council is committed to taking a positive approach in the determination of
planning applications and will always seek to approve proposals unless material
adverse effects would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits
(Policy S1). This is consistent with the overall aim of the updated NPPF and its
core planning principles to achieve sustainable development through
strengthening the economy whilst supporting the needs of the community and
protecting and enhancing the natural, built and historic environment.
11.2. Paragraph 79 of the updated NPPF, in specific reference to rural housing,
advises:“To promote sustainable development in rural areas, housing should be located
where it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural communities. Planning
policies should identify opportunities for villages to grow and thrive, especially
where this will support local services. Where there are groups of smaller
settlements, development in one village may support services in a village
nearby”.
11.3. Policy S3 ALPP1 expects growth to be largely located inside settlement limits
and commensurate in scale to the size of the settlement and the services that it
offers. Policy S5 states that new development will be concentrated within the
physical limits of the Local Service Centre.
11.4. The site is within the settlement boundary for Thursby as established through the
ALPP2, adopted July 2020. Settlement boundaries mark the physical extent, for
planning purposes, of a town or village, being the dividing line between the built
area (the settlement) and the rural area (the countryside). They have an
important role in preventing unplanned expansion of settlements, ensuring
development is located in the most sustainable locations, (in line with spatial
strategy), and protecting sensitive areas from excessive or in appropriate
development.
11.5. Thursby is defined as a ‘Local Service Centre’ in the ALPP1 and as a larger
village, has a school, village hall, church and public transport. These villages will
accommodate housing development that will help contribute towards
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maintaining the vitality of the settlement. The Local Service Centres are to
collectively provide 20% of at least 5,421 dwellings over the plan period; i.e.
1084 homes. There are eight Local Service Centres in total so each settlement
would provide 136 homes over the plan period if homes were divided equally
amongst each settlement. It is therefore considered a proposed development of
an additional 67 units taking into account recent development (69 units on phase
1) and an approval (OUT/2019/00002 consent for 12 dwelling) in Thursby is
commensurate to Thursby’s size and status within the Local Plan and will help
maintain the vitality of the village.
11.6. The site is a ‘Housing Commitment’ within the ALPP2 and is so allocated
specifically for housing purposes within Part 2 (Policy SA29).
11.7. A number of objections have been raised to the scale of the proposed
development at 67 units and its non-compliance with Policy SA29 of the ALPP2.
This policy shows a site capacity of 40 dwellings but no density is stated within
this allocation. However, it needs to be noted that this number is not a
mandatory number and that if an acceptable site layout can be achieved (which
will be discussed in detail later in the report) then the application should not be
refused on numbers alone.
Benefits of the proposal
11.8. The provision of 67 additional dwellings at Thursby would provide for additional
housing at a scale that the ALPP1 and ALPP2 considers reasonable for Thursby
as a Local Service Centre. The proposal would contribute particularly to one of
the key objectives of the NPPF to support strong, vibrant and healthy
communities, by ensuring that a sufficient number and range of homes can be
provided to meet the needs of present and future generations. Similarly, the
proposal would contribute to strategic objective SO2c of the ALPP2, which
seeks to ensure a deliverable supply of housing land that meets the needs of the
community and local economy, as well as the Council Plan in terms of
supporting the development of new homes where they are needed.
11.9. The proposal would provide additional affordable housing as set out below in
more detail, increasing access to affordable housing in the Borough, in
accordance with strategic objective SO2d of the ALPP2 and the Council Plan’s
priority of tackling inequality through the provision of more affordable housing.
11.10. The provision of additional housing would have economic benefits arising from
further investment in the construction industry and the associated retention of
jobs directly and indirectly within the supply chain.
Balanced and mixed communities including affordable and accessible
homes
11.11. Policy S7 seeks to promote sustainable, inclusive and mixed communities by
ensuring that all new residential development contributes to improving the
balance of housing and meets the identified needs of the whole community.
Policies S2 and DM14 require development to make the most efficient use of the
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land and build at an appropriate density and layout according to local setting and
character. The Council will assess site/ownership boundaries, density and unit
mix to ensure that land is not used inefficiently or in a piecemeal fashion to
deliberately produce schemes below the policy thresholds. Policy S4 of the
Local Plan (Part 1) states that developments must optimise the potential of the
site by ensuring appropriate density and mass of development. Policy DM14
states that housing density will be considered on a site by site basis and
informed by local context of the area in terms of design considerations, historic
or environmental integration, or identified local need.
11.12. The density of the site is 31 dwellings per hectare and the dwellings are of a
suburban nature - with detached and semi-detached properties with a low level
of terraced properties, whilst the density for this site is slightly higher than that
on the adjacent phase 1 development of 23 units per hectare, the proposed site
density is consistent with other developments in the Part 2 Local Plan that
recommends a density for site allocations of between 20-30 hectares. The
proposed layout achieves an acceptable layout and size of plots and officers
consider the proposed density to be acceptable with regards to the locality. The
scheme accords with the Council requirement for the provision of affordable
housing to be in clusters throughout the development, which is indistinguishable
from open market dwellings.
11.13. The mix of proposed dwellings are a varied and complementary mix of two storey
house types and bungalows including 2, 3, 4 and 5 bedroom accommodation,
and all benefit from private gardens within each residential curtilage. The
housing mix comprises of: 10 x 2 bedroom dwellings; (3 of which are
bungalows) 16 x 3 bedroom dwellings; 35 x 4 bedroom dwelling; and 6 x 5
bedroom dwellings.
11.14. Policy SA3 of the Allerdale Local Plan Part 2 provides the updated requirement
for affordable housing provision as part of major residential developments
(superseding Policy S8 of Part 1). The ALPP2 identifies the site as within Zone
B which requires a 20% requirement of affordable housing and the scheme
provides 13 affordable homes in accordance with the policy requirement.
11.15. It is noted that the affordable properties are a mix of 7 x 2 bed dwellings, 4 x 3
bed dwellings and 2 x 2 bed bungalows (Branford, Newford, Fulford).
11.16. Paragraph 65 of the NPPF states “where major development involving the
provision of housing is proposed, planning policies and decisions should expect
at least 10% of the total number of homes to be available for affordable homes
ownership”. A recent Ministerial Statement and Planning Practice Guidance now
requires a minimum of 25 % of all affordable housing units to be First Homes.
11.17. The affordable and space standard distribution plans sets out the affordable
housing provision; 3 First Homes; 7 Social Rent and 3 Discounted Sale all in a
mix of 2 and 3 bed units. As such, the number of proposed affordable housing
units is considered acceptable having regard to the Ministerial Statement,
Paragraph 65 of the NPPF and ALPP2 Policy SA3 and it is considered that the
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size of units for low cost home ownership is reasonable. This will be secured via
a Section 106 legal agreement.
11.18. Policy SA5 of the Council’s recently adopted Local Plan (Part 2) deals with
housing standards requiring certain percentages to meet M4(2) – 20% and
M4(3) - 5% standards. It is noted the scheme does comply with Policy SA5 of
the ALPP2 in that for developments of 10 units or more, 20% of the dwellings
must be designed and constructed to meet the requirements set out in optional
Building Requirement M4(2). The units Branford, Rushford, Wexford, Newford,
Fulford and Beckford house types are all M4(2) compliant and represents in
excess of 20% (23 number / 33%) of the dwellings provided in accordance with
Policy SA5. The policy requirement is only 13.4 units.
11.19. Residential developments over 30 units must ensure that 5% of the total units
(across both market and affordable dwellings) should be designed and
constructed to meet optional Building Requirement M4(3) ensuring that the
dwellings are wheelchair adaptable. The Newford and Beckford House types are
also M4(3) compliant, however these only equate to 3 no dwelling which is only
4.5% overall. However, given that the requirement is for 3.35 units it is common
practise to round these to the whole number. The proposal is therefore
considered acceptable in line with policy SA5.
Scale, Layout, Design and Materials
11.20. Policies S4 and DM14 seek to ensure amongst over matters, that new
development is of a high quality design, of appropriate scale and appearance
and responds positively to the character, history and distinctiveness of the
locality.
11.21. The NPPF has been updated in July 2021 and requires that the design of streets,
parking areas, other transport elements reflect current national guidance,
including the National Design Guide and the National Model Design Code.
Further paragraph 126 of the NPPF states that, ‘The creation of high quality,
beautiful and sustainable buildings and places is fundamental to what the
planning and development process should achieve’. Paragraph 134 states that,
‘Development that is not well designed should be refused, especially where it
fails to reflect local design policies and government guidance on design’. The
NPPF now requires Councils to produce local design guidance, but as this
requirement has only just been introduced, no local design guidance is available
at present. Finally, newly introduced paragraph 131 states, ‘Trees make an
important contribution to the character and quality of urban environments and
can also help mitigate and adapt to climate change. Planning policies and
decisions should ensure that new streets are tree-lined, that opportunities are
taken to incorporate trees elsewhere in developments (such as parks and
community orchards), that appropriate measures are in place to secure the longterm maintenance of newly-planted trees, and that existing trees are retained
wherever possible’.
11.22. The development will achieve a satisfactory relationship with the existing
settlement pattern. The dwellings once built will be seen in line with the existing
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adjacent built development of St Andrews and not as a stand-alone
development.
11.23. The proposal provides a mix of standard housing types and sizes. The overall
layout, hierarchy, space and plot ratio is considered acceptable, with a high level
of amenity greenspace provided to the west corner of the site and areas
throughout the development site and along the frontage of the dwellings. The
landscaping scheme as shown on drawing number SHTP2-WW01-J received
21.03.22 shows the proposal incorporates new planting including trees
throughout the proposed site and creating tree lined streets, with a mixture of
these within the individual plots and in the public areas throughout the site.
11.24. Internally to the site, the proposal is considered to provide a good standard of
housing environment overall for future residents, providing adequate separation
distances, external amenity space, and in curtilage parking and public open
space for future residents. Boundary treatments subdividing the dwellings and
on rear gardens are to be 1.8m high timber fencing. Brick walls are proposed at
key prominent locations. Sections of solid timber acoustic fence 2.5m high are
proposed where necessary for noise mitigation along the northern area of the
site adjacent to the A595. Metal railings are proposed for the SUDs features and
play area and various sections of low wooden trip rail along the edge of the
swales and to delineate shared drives from open space. The landscaping plan
and boundary treatments can be secured by planning condition along with their
management. The landscaping details are considered to be acceptable, having
regard to policies S4 and DM14 of the Allerdale Local Plan Part 1.
11.25. The principal elevations have been orientated towards Low Road for the units
located along the southern boundary of the site adjacent to Low Road and will
be viewed as a natural continuation of the existing residential development at St
Andrew’s View to the east. The fenestration, design and materials of the units
for the development reflect existing housing in Thursby.
11.26. The proposed scale of the development ensures there is a density level that is
reflective of Thursby (about 31 dwellings per hectare) thus making an efficient
use of the land whilst providing housing in accessible location close to the main
thoroughfare through the village. The 67 dwellings are a standard mass for a
suburban estate, of a compact nature, comprising predominately 2 storey
dwellings; providing a mix of detached, semi-detached and terrace properties.
The proposed dwellings benefit from off street parking and generous gardens.
The proposal has been amended to remove the access from Dundraw Lane on
the adjacent housing site and will now provide a single vehicle access point to
serve the proposed development direct from Low Road with full visibility
achievable in both directions. A small area of hedge will need to be removed to
accommodate this. The internal plots will mainly front onto the internal roads. The
proposal includes a pedestrian link between the two sites along the internal
Dundraw Lane where the two boundaries meet on the east elevation. The play
area has been relocated to this area which officers consider is located in a more
integral part of the development with natural surveillance from nearby properties.
The plots along the eastern boundary have been designed so that they either
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back on or side to the existing dwellings. The proposed distances between the
proposed and existing elevations are appropriate and will not give rise to
unacceptable levels of overlooking both for existing and future occupiers in line
with Policy S32.
11.27. The proposed development provides a safe, functional, permeable and inclusive
access that does not give dominance to car use. Streets have been designed in
accordance with the CCC streets manual. There are a range of in curtilage car
parking solutions.
11.28. Cumbria Highways has provided a Cumbria Development Design Guide. The
guidance provides a suggested level of parking for housing developments and
advises that two bedroom houses should provide 2 spaces, three bedroom
houses should provide 2.5 parking spaces and 4 bedroom houses 2.5 parking
spaces and that 1 visitor space should be provided for every 5 Dwellings.
Applying the guidance this proposal requires 179 parking spaces throughout the
development. The amended layout provides 171 parking spaces both in the form
of curtilage parking and garages and 13 on street parking visitor parking spaces
provided in a mix of 3 within designated parking bays and the reminder 10 on
the internal highway roads. Cumbria Highways Officers do not oppose the use of
parking within the highway on this development. Officers consider the revised
parking provision achieves an acceptable level of development for the site and
will not impact on the visually amenity of the whole of the site.
Sustainability, Vehicular Access and Highway Safety
11.29. Policies S2 and S22 of the ALP (Part 1) seek to ensure that housing
development can be accessed safely and that proposals do not compromise the
safety of any transport route. Policy S22 and S5 require that the proposed
development includes acceptable arrangements for car parking and access.
These policies accord with Paragraph 110 of the NPPF which seek to ensure
sustainable transport modes are maximised and development is safe and
accessible.
11.30. As stated above, Thursby falls within a Local Service Centre, to which it is
accepted some housing development can be directed. The village itself has
access to a range of services and amenities. The school is located
approximately 690m from the site, with other amenities such as the village hall,
church and public house located in between these sites.
11.31. As such, it is considered that there are some services, amenities and
education/employment opportunities within suitable walking distances, whilst
other facilities, supermarkets and employment opportunities lie beyond this in
the nearby towns.
11.32. The access arrangements have been amended throughout the application with
an independent access to the site now from Low Road which connects the
village from the A595, with Wigton to the west and Carlisle in the east. The
nearest train station is Dalston train station which is approximately 4.5km to the
east of the site. There are regular multiple bus services that operate from 05:40
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to 23:16, making travel by public transport a realistic alternative to travelling by
car.
11.33. There are two laybys off Low Road on the opposite side to the site which would
not be affected by the proposal. There are also a number of public rights of way
within the vicinity of the site; however, none of these routes would be affected by
the proposal.
11.34. Having regard to the relevant policies of the Plan and the NPPF, it is considered
that the proposal is accessible by modes other than the car and that measures
would be provided to reduce the reliance on the private car by future residents.
11.35. The application is accompanied by a transport statement.
11.36. Cumbria highways have assessed the revised plans and transport statement
and raise no objections subject to conditions with no improvements to the
existing highway network required.
11.37. In this proposal, the car parking and highway access arrangements and road
details are considered to be acceptable, subject to recommended planning
conditions.
11.38. Paragraph 111 of the NPPF states that “development should only be prevented
or refused on highway grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on
highway safety, of the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would be
severe”.
11.39. Further to additional information from the developer the Highways Authority
have removed their request for a right hand ghost turn from the A595 detailing,
whilst they still maintain it would be a desirable improvement, they do not
consider it an essential addition to the highway network.
11.40. The proposal is considered to be acceptable in highway safety terms, without
severe impact on the existing network. Further, for the reasons outlined above,
the location is favourably considered against highway matters and is acceptable
in relation to the NPPF, Policy S2 and S22 of the ALP Part 1 subject to
recommended conditions.
Flooding / Drainage
11.41. Policies S2 and S29 of the local plan seek to minimise the risk to people and
property as a result of flooding and ensure that development would not increase
the risk of flooding elsewhere, requiring full consideration of the surface water
drainage hierarchy.
11.42. The site currently lies within Flood Zone 1 on the Environment Agency Flood
Risk maps, assessed as having the lowest risk of flooding. However, given the
size of the site, a Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) accompanies the application
which has looked at the implications of a proposed residential development in
relation to drainage and flood risk.
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11.43. Surface Water will drain to the existing SuDs pond to the north of the site, before
directed to the watercourse to the west of the pond at a controlled flow rate of
6.1 litres per second per hectare, which is the calculated Greenfield QBAR
runoff rate for the site.
11.44. The existing SuDs pond has capacity for additional flows from the site, when
combined with a number of additional small-scale SuDs features within the
proposed development.
11.45. Foul water from the site is proposed to discharge to the existing pumping station
in St Andrew’s View which has sufficient capacity. It will then drain to the public
combined/foul sewer network.
11.46. United Utilities and the Lead Local Flood Authority have assessed the proposed
drainage scheme and confirmed the details are acceptable.
11.47. The proposal is considered to be acceptable in relation to policy S29 of the
ALPP1, with a suitable scheme for the discharge of surface water drainage and
its maintenance secured as part of the application.
Noise
11.48. Policy S32 of the Local Plan is relevant in this regard and has consistency with
Paragraph 185 of NPPF, the latter requiring that;“Planning policies and decisions should also ensure that new development is
appropriate for its location taking into account the likely affects (including
cumulative effects) of pollution on health, living conditions and the natural
environment, as well as the potential sensitivity of the site or the wider area to
impacts that could arise from the development. In doing so they should:
a) mitigate and reduce to a minimum potential adverse impacts resulting from
noise from new development – and avoid noise giving rise to significant
adverse impacts on health and the quality of life;
11.49. The applicant has undertaken a noise assessment in relation to the noise from
the nearby wind turbine and road traffic.
11.50. The amended noise assessment has examined the living conditions of potential
occupants of the proposed dwellings; the nearest dwelling within the site would
be approx. 329m to the north east of the turbine location and approx. 17m from
the A595. The assessment indicates that the site is suitable for residential
development subject to appropriate mitigation measures regarding sound
insulation of the building and the use of glazing and Positive Input Ventilation
systems (PIV).
11.51. The BS8233:2014 assessment found that guidance noise levels in garden areas
can be achieved through the provision of a 2m high earth bund along the
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western site boundary, adjacent to the A595 and a 2.5m high acoustic fence to
the gardens of Plots 20, 42 and 43.
11.52. Internal noise levels can generally be achieved across the site with windows
open, however noise sensitive rooms towards the northern, southern, and
western perimeters of the site, facing the adjacent roads, will require enhanced
glazing in order to achieve the guidance noise levels. Dwellings will also require
alternative ventilation, with a PIV system to be installed at affected plots.
Although this extends to 49 properties PIV system is considered to be an
appropriate and well used manner to address internal noise levels.
11.53. Environmental Health officers have assessed the revised noise assessment and
carried out independent site visits to the proposal site. On both occasions the
wind turbine was in operation, with the predominant noise source the traffic on
the A595.
11.54. Environmental Health Officers are satisfied that the assessment approach
regarding road traffic noise and the time it was undertaken is robust. No
objections are raised with relation to noise from either the A595 or the turbine.
11.55. It is considered that the revised noise assessment has adequately considered
the impact of noise both from the wind turbine and the adjacent A595 and
subject to the mitigation measures being implemented, which can be controlled
via condition the proposal will not have an unacceptable impact on the future
occupiers of the dwelling.
Shadow Flicker
11.56. Policy S19 in the adopted local plan relates to renewable energy development
which normally seeks an 800 m buffer between residential properties and wind
turbines. However it is highlighted within the policy that site specific factors e.g.
orientation of views, land cover and topography may make this threshold
variable if there is evidence to demonstrate there will be no adverse impact on
residential amenity. This proposal’s landuse alternatively relates to a different
type of development, but the amenity principles within Policy S19 albeit in
reverse are applicable under Policy S32.
11.57. Paragraph 185 as detailed above is also relevant to shadow flicker and the
potential impact on peoples living conditions and health.
11.58. Guidance outlines that only properties within 10 rotor diameters distance from
any turbine may experience any potentially significant impacts of shadow flicker.
This threshold has been applied in appeals for wind turbine development. The
new dwellings would be within 329m – 486m of an existing wind turbine located
at Howend Farm Thursby which is to the south west of the proposed housing
development. Nearly all of the dwelling will be within 10 rotor diameters of the
site.
11.59. The applicant has submitted an amended shadow flicker assessment
(31/02/2022). Guidance details that shadow flicker should not exceed 30 hours
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per year or 30 minutes per day. When accounting for cloud cover, shadow flicker
impact is predicted at all receptors to be below these thresholds.
11.60. It is therefore considered that none of the proposed residential units would
experience any overbearing impact from the presence of the turbine which
would result in them being an unacceptable place to live; also future occupiers
will be aware of the turbine on visiting the site, giving them an informed
judgement of the potential implications associated with the turbine.

Heritage / Archaeology
11.61. Policies S2, S5 and S27 of the Allerdale Local Plan seeks to ensure that
proposals do not adversely affect heritage assets and their setting.
11.62. The county archaeologist has highlighted that the site is of some archaeological
interest. Aerial photos show that a cropmark enclosure indicative of a prehistoric
settlement may survive on the site. The geophysical survey of the site was
inconclusive but may have revealed buried remains of the enclosure. It is
therefore considered that the construction of the proposed development has the
potential to disturb buried archaeological remains of local significance. The
County Archaeologist has recommended that further archaeological
investigations and recording should be undertaken prior to the commencement
of development. This can be controlled via condition. As such, the proposal is
not considered to raise any concerns in relation to policy S27 of the ALPP1.
Landscape and Visual Effects
11.63. Policy S33 of the ALPP1 seeks to protect, conserve and enhance the landscape
character and local distinctiveness of the Plan Area and supports the NPPF aim
to recognise the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside (paragraph
174). Policies S4 and DM14 of the ALPP1, seek to ensure amongst other things
that new development responds positively to the character and distinctiveness of
the location and integrates effectively and policy S24 seeks to ensure that
regard is had to how the development retains green infrastructure.
11.64. The site lies within the Landscape sub-type 5b: Low Farmland as defined by the
Cumbria Landscape Character Guidance and Toolkit. Key characteristics are:
• Undulating and rolling topography
• Intensely farmed agricultural pasture dominates
• Patchy areas of woodland provide contrast to the pasture
• Woodland is uncommon west towards the coast
• Fields are large and rectangular
• Hedges, hedgerow trees and fences bound fields and criss-cross up and over
the rolling landscape.
11.65. The site would have a number of visual implications given its location on the
periphery of the village on land at a higher level than the surrounding road
networks. However, the introduction of the new housing development as part of
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phase 1 has already altered the character of the area increasing the built
development and lighting in the landscape and will assist in assimilating the
development into the existing built environment of the village. The plans
provided show an acceptable form of development can be achieved in terms of
the standard of housing for future occupiers, while not adversely affecting the
residential amenity of neighbouring properties.
11.66. The topography of the land alters throughout the site and the section plans show
that the development would not be overly dominant within the existing
landscape.
11.67. From wider views the development would be seen in the context of the phase 1
development that has now been completed. Additional landscaping would be
provided in the form of a bund and tree planting along the northern boundary to
the A595 to aid screening of the development. Along the corner of the site to the
A595 and Low Road additional native planting is also proposed to soften the
impact of the development on the approach to the village. The retention and
enhancement of existing landscape features and planting of new trees would
implement the guidelines to maintain and enhance the landscape distinctiveness
in the Urban Fringe sub-type.
11.68. As part of the Phase 1 development a Kest was approved with hedgerow above
to the western boundary of the development. If approval is granted this will see
this kest and hedgerow removed as the new development will abut the existing
phase 1. The existing acoustic fencing will be retained as the boundary between
the two sites dividing the gardens.
11.69. Officers conclude that the proposed development would not have a significant
adverse impact on the visual landscape and amenity and therefore is compliant
with the provisions of Policy S32 and S33 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1).
11.70. A number of policies of the ALLP1 and specifically Policy S32 seek to protect the
amenity of existing residents to an acceptable standard.
11.71. It is noted that there will be a high susceptibility for change to the views from
existing properties along the western boundary of the existing adjoining estate,
however, officers consider that the separation distances between the proposals
and existing dwellings is sufficient to ensure no significant adverse effects in
accordance with Policy S32. An acceptable standard of visual amenity would be
retained for these residents.
11.72. The visual and landscape impacts are deemed acceptable in compliance with
Policies S32 and S33 of the ALPP1.
Play Provision/Amenity Green Space
11.73. Policy S25 of the ALPP1 requires that new residential development makes
provision for well-designed public open space, either through on site provision of
new open space or by financial contribution to enhance or create off site
provision of public open space. DM14 specifies that new development should
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include high quality landscaping. The Council has an adopted Supplementary
Planning Document (SPD) that sets out requirements for open space provision,
differentiating between amenity greenspace and provision for children and
young people. For a residential development of 67 units, the SPD indicates that
both amenity greenspace and provision for Children and Young People should
be provided on site.
11.74. For amenity greenspace, the SPD specifies 15m2 per dwelling, equating to a
requirement here of 1,005m2. For children/young people, the requirement is 1.34
m2 per dwelling, with play area of 89.78m2.
11.75. The proposal provides for approx. 10,967m2 of public open space, of which
4,897m2 is accessible to the public. This is principally located to the south
western corner. In addition, there is a POS extending along the Site frontage in
a linear form which can be accessed via a gravel path from the large POS area.
The POS continues to the northern boundary to provide a softer transition to the
field located to the north of the site. The POS in this location and in the centre of
the site will incorporate additional surface water storage in the form of dry basin
and swales respectively.
11.76. The siting of the play area on site has been amended and will now be located
adjacent to the pedestrian link between this proposed development and the
exiting estate of Bouch Lane (Phase 1). Officer consider the proposed siting to
be acceptable with natural surveillance of the play area. The details of the play
equipment can be secured through a planning condition.
11.77. Subject to the maintenance of the amenity greenspace and the play area for
children and young people via condition the proposal is acceptable in relation to
policy S25 of the ALPP1 and the adopted SPD.
Ecology / Biodiversity Enhancements
11.78. Policies S2, S35 and S36 of the ALLP1 seek to promote sustainable
development whilst protecting and enhancing biodiversity assets and water
quality within the Plan area. The application has been supported by an
Ecological Appraisal of the site.
11.79. Paragraph 174 of the NPPF requires that planning decisions should contribute to
and enhance the natural and local environment by, amongst other things,
minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity.
11.80. The site currently comprises an open field of improved grassland with species
poor hedges on its boundary, with scattered trees and a newly constructed
housing estate to the east. An open ditch lies to the north boundary and newly
created SUDS pond also to the north.
11.81. There are no significant constraints on development of this site. Amphibians,
Bats, badgers and nesting birds are known to occur in the local area, the report
detailed that there were no conclusive evidence of any specifically protected
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species regularly occurring on the site or the surrounding areas which would be
negatively affected by site development following the mitigation proposed.
11.82. The vegetation to be cleared has low ecological significance in the local area; the
trees close to but outside the development area are generally of low quality.
11.83. The protection of trees on the site boundary and landscaping will promote
structural diversity in both the canopy and at ground level and will encourage a
wider variety of wildlife to use the site than already occurs.
11.84. The report recommends measure to mitigate the impact of the proposed
development will have on habitats within the site and concludes that no further
ecological surveys are required. The mitigation measures can be controlled via
condition.
Response to Neighbour Representations
11.85. Neighbour concerns relate to issues of noise, shadow flicker, transport and the
sustainability of the site, parking and access arrangements. As addressed
above, matters relating to projected traffic increases, the proposed vehicular
access and parking arrangements are deemed acceptable by Cumbria
Highways and can be secured by planning condition. They have removed their
original request for a ghost hand turn on the A595. The site is deemed to be in a
sustainable location with satisfactory pedestrian links to village facilities. No
concern has been raised by CCC with regards to the lack of capacity of the
village school. Noise and shadow flicker reports have been provided by the
developer and these have been assessed by Environmental Health Officers who
are satisfied that an acceptable level amenity for future occupiers can be
achieved.
11.86. The site is an allocated housing site within the Part 2 Local Plan and therefore
housing has been accepted on the site. The developer has demonstrated an
acceptable layout for the site can be achieved for the density proposed that
addresses the constraints of the site.
Local Financial Considerations
11.87. Having regard to S70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act the proposal has
possible financial implications arising from New Homes Bonus and Council Tax
Revenue.

12.

Conclusions

12.1. The site represents a sustainable location for this scale of development, adjacent
to the existing built environment for Thursby. As an allocation for housing within
Part 2 of the Plan, the principle of housing at this location has been deemed to
be acceptable. The number of units within the Part 2 allocation is not a sealant
number and therefore if an appropriate layout can be achieved which addresses
all issues, which officers consider has been achieved for the site than the
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number of units is acceptable with the scale of development considered to be
appropriate to the size of the settlement.
12.2. The proposal is in accordance with the Allerdale Local Plan Part 1 and 2, taken
as a whole, specifically in relation to settlement limits, locational sustainability,
highway safety, flooding/drainage, ecology, heritage, landscape impact, visual
and residential amenity. As such, the recommendation is to grant planning
permission, subject to conditions detailed in Annex 1, and subject to the signing
of a section 106 to secure the matters detailed at the outset of this report.

13.

RECOMMENDATION
GRANT SUBJECT TO A SECTION 106 AGREEMENT
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Annex 1
CONDITIONS
Time Limit:
1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of
three years from the date of this permission.
Reason: In order to comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990.

In Accordance:
2. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out solely in
accordance with the following plans:
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.LP Revision A Location Plan 21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.CL Rev C Site Layout Colour Layout 21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.GA Rev B Site Layout General Arrangements
21.03.2022
210920-THURSBY-SH-TOPO-001 Revision B Topographical Survey
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.ET Rev B Site Layout Elevation Treatment
21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.HS Revision B Site Layout Hard Surfaces
21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.PP Revision B Site Layout Parking Provision
21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.BT Revision C Site Layout Boundary Treatments
21.03.2022
Amended SD100-A-001 Revision A External Plot Finishes – High Open
Boarded Fence 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-A-002.1 Revision A External Plot Finishes – Open Boarded
Timber Side Gate Details 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-A-002.2 External Plot Finishes – High Feather Edge Board
Timber Side Gate Details 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-A-004 Revision A External Plot Finishes – High Feather
Edge Fence 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-A-005 Revision A External Plot Finishes – Acoustic
Fencing 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-A-012 External Plot Finishes – Trip Rail 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-B-001 Revision A External Plot Finishes – Brick Boundary
Wall 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-C-001 External Plot Finishes – Estate Railing 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-C-002 External Plot Finishes – 1200mm Plain Top Railing
19.01.2022
Amended SD100-C-003 External Plot Finishes – 900mm Plain Top Railing
19.01.2022
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Amended SD100-C-004 External Plot Finishes – Rail and Post fixing to
masonry wall 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-C-005 External Plot Finishes – SUDS Fencing 19.01.2022
Amended SD100-D-001 External Plot Finishes – Stock Proof Fence
19.01.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.ML Revision B Layout Management Layout
21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.SS Revision A Site Layout Site Sections 11.02.2022
Amended 7628/07 Revision H External Works Layout 21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.ASSD Revision B Site Layout Affordable & Space
Standard Distribution 21.03.2022
Amended SHTP2-WW01 Revision J Landscape Plan 21.03.2022
Amended SHTP2-WW02 Revision J Landscape Management Plan 29.03.22
Amended 7628-PO1 Revision C Proposed Drainage Layout 11.02.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.CSWMP Revision D Construction Surface Water
Management Plan 21.03.2022
Amended 7628/01 Revision H Proposed Drainage Layout 21.03.2022
Amended 20091.90.9.SL.LOP Revision B Land Ownership Plan 21.03.2022
Amended BFD-PLP1 Revision A Branford M4(2)S Planning Layout 1
11.02.2022
Amended BFD-PLE1/1 Revision B Branford M4(2)S Planning Elevation 1/1
11.02.2022
Amended BFD-PLE1/2 Revision B Branford M4(2)S Planning Elevation 1/2
11.02.2022
Amended MTN-PLP1 Revision B Masterton (A) Planning Layout 1
11.02.2022
Amended MTN-PLE1/1 Revision D Masterton (A) Planning Elevation 1/1
11.02.2022
MTN-PLE1/2 Revision D Masterton (A) Planning Elevation 1/2 11.02.2022
Amended SAN-PLP1 Revision C Sanderson (A) Planning Layout 1
11.02.2022
Amended SAN-PLE1/1 Revision C Sanderson (A) Planning Elevation 1/1
11.02.2022
Amended SAN-PLE1/2 Revision C Sanderson (A) Planning Elevation 1/2
11.02.2022
Amended FFD-PLP1 Revision B Fulford M4(2)S Planning Layout 1
21.03.2022
Amended FFD-PLE1/1 Revision B Fulford M4(2)S Planning Elevation 1/1
21.03.2022
Amended FFD-PLE1/2 Revision B Fulford M4(2)S Planning Elevation 1/2
21.03.2022
Amended WXD-PLP1 Revision B Wexford M4(2)S Planning Layout 1 (Front)
11.02.2022
Amended WXD-PLE1/1 Revision B Wexford M4(2)S Planning Elevation 1/1
(Front) 11.02.2022
Amended WXD-PLE1/2 Revision B Wexford M4(2)S Planning Elevation 1/2
(Front) 11.02.2022
Amended SPR-PLP1 Revision C Spencer (A) Planning Layout 1 11.02.2022
Amended SPR-PLP2 Revision C Spencer (A) Planning Layout 2 11.02.2022
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Amended SPR-PLE1/1 Revision D Spencer (A) Planning Elevation 1/1
11.02.2022
Amended SPR-PLE1/2 Revision D Spencer (A) Planning Elevation 1/2
11.02.2022
Amended SPR-PLE2/1 Revision D Spencer (A) Planning Elevation 2/1
11.02.2022
Amended SPR-PLE2/2 Revision D Spencer (A) Planning Elevation 2/2
Amended PRN-PLP1 Revision D Pearson (A) Planning Layout 1 11.02.2022
Amended PRN-PLE1/1 Revision D Pearson (A) Planning Elevation 1/1
11.02.2022
Amended PRN-PLE1/2 Revision D Pearson (A) Planning Elevation 1/2
11.02.2022
Amended HWN-PLP1 Revision B Hewson (A) Planning Layout 1 11.02.2022
Amended HWN-PLE1/1 Revision D Hewson (A) Planning Elevation 1/1
11.020.2022
Amended HWN-PLE1/2 Revision D Hewson (A) Planning Elevation 1/2
11.02.2022
BKF-PLP1 Beckford M4(3)S Planning Layout 1
BKF-PLE1/1 Beckford M4(3)S Planning Elevation 1/1
BFK-PLE1/2 Beckford M4(3)S Planning Elevation 1/2
BKF-PLP2 Beckford M4(3)S Planning Layout 2
BKF-PLE2/1 Beckford M4(3)S Planning Elevation 2/1
BFK-PLE2/2 Beckford M4(3)S Planning Elevation 2/2
RFD-PLP1 Revision A Rushford M4(2)S Planning Layout 1
RFD-PLE1/1 Revision A Rushford M4(2)S Planning Elevation 1/1
RFD-PLE1/2 Revision A Rushford M4(2)S Planning Elevation ½
NWF-PLP1 Newford M4(3)S Planning Layout 1
NWF-PLE1/1 Newford M4(3)S Planning Elevation 1/1
NWF-PLE1/2 Newford M4(3)S Planning Elevation 1/2
GB-PLP1/1 Revision B Single Garage 1 Planning Drawing 1/1
GB-PLP1/2 Revision B Single Garage 1 Planning Drawing1/2
GB-PLP2/1 Revision B Double Garage 1 Planning Drawing 2/1
GB-PLP2/2 Revision B Double Garage 1 Planning Drawing 2/2
GB-PLP3/1 Revision A Twin Garage 1 Planning Drawing 3/1
GB-PLP3/2 Revision A Twin Garage 1 Planning Drawing 3/2
Material Schedule
Amended Arboricultural Impact Assessment February 2022 11.02.2022
Amended Construction and Environmental Management Plan Revision A
11.02.2022
Amended Noise Report 11.02.2022
Amended Shadow Flicker Assessment received 31.03.2022
Appendix A – Shadow Flicker Output Map Figure 1 received 11.02.2022
Appendix B – Detailed Shadow Flicker Times at Receptors received
11.02.2022
Amended Transport Assessment 18.02.2022
Supporting Statement Transport Issues 23.02.2022
Flood Risk Assessment Report and Addendum report
Preliminary Ecological Report
Ground Investigation Report
Travel Plan Framework Report
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Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment and Geophysical Survey
Archaeological Assessment 2
Rev. A 20.04.21 Landscape Maintenance & Management Plan
Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in complete
accordance with the approved plans and any material and non-material
alterations to the scheme are properly considered.

Pre-commencement conditions:
3. The carriageway, footways, footpaths, cycleways etc shall be designed,
constructed, drained and lit to a standard suitable for adoption and in this
respect further details, including longitudinal/cross sections, shall be
submitted to the Local Planning Authority for approval before any part of
the development hereby permitted is commenced. No work shall be
commenced until a full specification has been approved. These details
shall be in accordance with the standards laid down in the current Cumbria
Design Guide. Any works so approved shall be constructed before the
development is fully occupied.
Reason: To ensure a minimum standard of construction within the approved
development in the interests of highway safety.
4. No development shall commence within the site until the applicant has
secured the implementation of a programme of archaeological work in
accordance with a written scheme of investigation which has been
submitted by the applicant and approved by the Local Planning Authority.
This written scheme will include the following components:
i) An archaeological desk-based assessment and evaluation;
ii) An archaeological recording programme the scope of which will be
dependent upon the results of the evaluation;
iii) Where significant archaeological remains are revealed by the
programme of archaeological work, there shall be carried out within one
year of the completion of that programme on site, or within such timescale
as otherwise agreed in writing by the LPA: a post-excavation assessment
and analysis, preparation of a site archive ready for deposition at a store
approved by the LPA, completion of an archive report, and submission of
the results for publication in a suitable journal.
Reason: To afford reasonable opportunity for an examination to be made to
determine the existence of any remains of archaeological interest within the site
and for the preservation, examination and recording of such remains, in
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S27 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted 2014.
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5. Development shall not commence until a Construction Traffic Management
Plan has been submitted to an approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. The CTMP shall include details of:
a) pre-construction road condition established by a detailed survey for
accommodation works within the highways boundary conducted with
a Highway Authority representative; with all post repairs carried out to
the satisfaction of the Local Highway Authority at the applicants
expense;
b) details of proposed crossings of the highway verge;
c) retained areas for vehicle parking, manoeuvring, loading and
unloading for their specific purpose during the development;
d) cleaning of site entrances and the adjacent public highway;
e) details of proposed wheel washing facilities;
f) the sheeting of all HGVs taking spoil to/from the site to prevent
spillage or deposit of any materials on the highway;
g) construction vehicle routing;
h) the management of junctions to and crossings of the public highway
and other public rights of way/footway;
i) details of any proposed temporary access points (vehicular /
pedestrian) and any proposed TTRO necessitated by this
development.
j) surface water management details during the construction phase.
Reason: To ensure the undertaking of the development does not adversely impact
upon the fabric or operation of the local highway network and in the interests of
highway safety and pedestrian safety, to accord with the National Planning Policy
Framework and policy S22 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), 2014.

Post-commencement/Pre use commencing conditions:

6. No dwelling shall be occupied until the estate road, including footways and
cycleways, to serve that dwelling, has been constructed in all respects to
base course level, and street lighting where it is to form part of the estate
road, has been provide and brought into full operational use.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety.
7. The dwellings hereby approved shall not be occupied until the vehicular
access, parking and turning requirements have been constructed for that
dwelling in accordance with the approved plan and have been brought into
use. The vehicular access, parking and turning provisions shall be retained
(including the garage parking spaces as identified on Drawing Number
20091.90.9.SL.PP Revision B received 21.03.2022 and be capable of use at
all times for parking of motor vehicles thereafter and shall not be removed
or altered without the prior consent of the Local Planning Authority.
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Reason: To ensure a minimum standard of access, parking and turning provision
when the development is brought into use.
8. Prior to the first occupation of each dwelling, details for that dwelling shall
be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority of
either:a) Evidence that the applicant will provide onsite access to broadband
infrastructure providers during the construction process to allow the
providers to install the necessary broadband infrastructure; or
b) Evidence, following contact with broadband infrastructure providers,
that it is not practicably or viably possible to install broadband
infrastructure to achieve superfast (as defined by Government standards)
fibre broadband connectivity.
Reason: To seek to secure sustainable superfast (as defined by Government
standards) fibre broadband connectivity in accordance with policy SA33 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2), Adopted July 2020.
9. The approved means of enclosures as shown on drawing number
20091.90.9.SL.BT Revision C Site Layout Boundary Treatments received
21.03.2022 shall be constructed prior to the approved dwelling being
occupied. All means of enclosures so constructed shall be retained and no
part thereof shall be removed without the prior consent of the Local
Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory standard of development which is compatible
with the character of the surrounding area and safeguard the amenity of
neighbouring properties, in compliance with the National Planning Policy
Framework and Policy S4 and S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted
July 2014.
10. A Landscaping Management Plan including long term design objectives,
management responsibilities and maintenance schedules for all landscape
areas including public open space, landscaped buffers and play area shall
be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority
prior to the occupation of any dwellinghouse hereby approved. The
development shall thereafter be maintained at all times in accordance with
the approved management plan.
Reason: To ensure the long term maintenance and management of public open
space and landscaped areas within the residential estate, in accordance with the
National Planning Policy Framework and Policies S4, S24, S25 and DM14 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
11. No dwelling hereby approved shall be occupied until the full mitigation
measures as detailed in the Revised Noise Assessment received 11.02.2022
have been fully installed and operational and shall be permanently
maintained at all times thereafter.
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Reason: In order to protect the amenity of the occupiers of the dwelling in
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S32 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
12. Notwithstanding the submitted information the equipped play space to the
front of Plots 61-63 shall incorporate as a minimum four individual pieces of
play equipment (excluding seating and bin) that provide for an age range of
both 0-5 year olds and 5+ year olds. Full details of the play equipment and its
layout, maintenance and management, shall be submitted to the Local
Planning Authority for approval in writing prior to any works commencing on
the equipped play area. The equipped play area shall be constructed and made
available for use as approved, before the 40th dwellinghouse hereby approved
is occupied.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory provision of play equipment that meets the needs
for future residents of the development, in accordance with Policy S25 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

13. The surface water drainage system hereby approved shall be fully
implemented prior to the development being occupied and shall be
maintained operational thereafter.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and environmental management in
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policies S2 and
S29 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2104.

Other:

14. All landscaping works shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
Landscape Plan Drawing Number SHTP2-WW01 Rev J received 21.03.2022
within the first planting season following the occupation of the
dwellinghouse(s) approved and any trees or plants which within a period of
5 years from the completion of the development die, are removed or
become seriously damaged or diseased shall be replaced in the next
planting season with others of similar size and species, unless otherwise
agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to enhance the appearance of the development and minimise
the impact of the development on the locality.
15. In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the
approved development that was not previously identified it must be
reported immediately to the Local Planning Authority. Development on the
part of the site affected must be halted and a risk assessment carried out
and submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Where unacceptable risks are found remediation and verification schemes
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. These shall be implemented prior to the development (or
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relevant phase of development) being brought into use. All works shall be
undertaken in accordance with current UK guidance, particularly CLR11.
Reason: To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning
Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted
July 2014.
16. The works shall be implemented solely in accordance with the mitigations
measures outlined in Section 7 of the Preliminary Ecological Appraisal.
Reason: To safeguard the habitat of protected species in compliance with the
National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S35 of the Allerdale Local Plan
(Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
17. The development shall be carried out in strict accordance with the
approved Construction Management Plan. The site operating hours shall be
restricted to 7.30am – 6:00pm Monday to Friday, 8:00am – 1:00pm
Saturdays and no working on Sundays or Bank Holidays.
Reason: In the interest of highway safety and preserving the amenity of
neighbouring residents, in compliance with the National Planning Policy
Framework and Policy S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July
2014.
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Agenda Item 6
Allerdale Borough Council
Planning Application FUL/2021/0301
Development Panel Report
Reference Number:
Valid Date:
Location:

Applicant:
Proposal:

FUL/2021/0301
07/12/2021
Barn Neighbouring Holme Leigh and Kelsick Farm
Kelsick
Abbeytown
Wigton
CA7 4TL
Matt Atkinson
Proposed barn conversion to provide residential
dwelling, demolition of existing WC to front (south)
elevation and erection of two storey rear/side
extension to provide quiet living, work area,
rehabilitation and shower room on the ground floor
and playroom, office, bedroom, bathroom and
cupboard at first floor

RECOMMENDATION
GRANT

1.

Summary

Issue

Conclusion

Principle of Development

Policy S3 and S31 of the Local Plan (Part
1) supports the reuse of rural buildings in
the open countryside.
Officers are satisfied that the building is
capable of conversion and the principle of
conversion can be supported.
The scale of the extension has been
significantly reduced and is considered to
be proportionate to the existing building.

Demolition and Biodiversity

The scale of the small lean to element on
the southern elevation offers little
character to the site or visual amenity to
the area and no objections are raised to its
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demolition.
The applicant has adequately addressed
the proposal is acceptable in terms of
impact on protected species in line with
Policy S35 subject to mitigations measures
which can be secured by condition.
Design

Officers consider the proposed alterations
and extension to the building, to be
acceptable for its rural location and
responds positively to the character and
history of the existing building in
compliance to Policies S3, S31 and DM15
of the Allerdale Local Plan.

2.

Introduction

2.1.

Members will note that this application was deferred from the Development Panel
meeting on the 15 March to allow officers to work with the applicant to seek
amendments to the scheme.

2.2.

The applicant has submitted a further set of plans to be considered by officers
and members:
21-11-02 Rev B As Proposed Ground Floor Plan, Elevations & Section A-A
21-11-03 Rev C As Proposed First Floor Plan, Elevations & Section B-B
21-11-05 Rev C As Proposed Site (Block) Plan

2.3.

The plans still include an extension to the rear of the property, however, the
second floor element has been partially removed from the proposals along with
the balcony to the front of the building.

2.4.

The existing structures has a floor area of approx. 210 sqm. The revised
extension is approx. 130 sqm (external measurements) of which 97 sqm is at
ground floor and only 35 sqm at first floor. This is a significant reduction to the
previous application and would only result in a further floor space of 60 sqm from
what was approved under the earlier 2020 application.

2.5.

The two storey element of the extension has been limited to directly to the rear of
the existing two storey side elevation of the barn and therefore will not be visible
from the front elevation, will be seen in line with the existing structure and does
not harm the character of the existing barn.

2.6.

Whilst the proposed single storey extension will extend the footprint of the barn it
is considered this will not be a substantial alteration with the revised scale of the
extension proportionate to the building and the large development plot the
building sits within. Officers consider the amended scheme is in line with the
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National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S4, S14, S31 and DM15 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014 and can be supported.
3.

Site

3.1.

The application site comprises a stone and brick built barn within the linear
hamlet of Kelsick. The barn is set back from the main Kelsick highway, and
surrounded by mainly open agricultural land. Access to the barn is via an existing
single lane track from the main highway which is also used to access agricultural
land to the north.

3.2.

The main part of the barn is L shaped, with some smaller lean to elements of
lower eaves height adjoining. There are a number of existing openings to all
elevations of the barn.

3.3.

The barn is bound to the north and south by agricultural land. To the west of the
site is agricultural land with a residential property beyond, at a distance of
approx. 35m. To the immediate east of the site is a redundant stone built
building, separated from the application building by the access lane. A further
residential property at Holme Leigh is situated to the east of the access track with
Kelsick Farm beyond.

4.

Relevant Planning History

4.1.

FUL/2021/0097 Proposed barn conversion to provide domestic dwelling –
Granted.

4.2.

AGQ/2020/0003 - Conversion of agricultural barn at land northwest of Holme
Leigh, to a dwellinghouse (use Class C3) including provision of services, the
repair of the existing roof, work to the outside of the barn to make it wind and
watertight and internal works to make it habitable at Barn Northwest of Holme
Leigh, Kelsick - Prior Approval Granted.

5.

Representations
Parish Council

5.1.

The Parish Council has considered the application and has no objections and
wish to support the application.
Environmental Health

5.2.

No objections.
Natural England

5.3.

No objections.
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Minerals & Waste CCC
5.4.

Cumbria County Council as minerals planning authority does not object to this
application.
County Archaeologist

5.5.

Our records indicate that the traditional farm buildings proposed for conversion
and demolition probably have 18th century origins and are considered to be of
local architectural and historical interest.

5.6.

I therefore recommend that, in the event consent is granted, the existing
buildings are recorded in line with the requirement outlined in condition 8 on the
previously approved permission FUL/2021/0097, and that this should be secured
in any new consent that may be granted.

5.7.

The application has been advertised by site notice and neighbour letter. Five
letters of support have been received to see this derelict building restored.

6.

Environmental Impact Assessment

6.1.

The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2017

6.2.

The development does not within Schedule 1 nor 2 and, as such, is not EIA
development.

7.

Duties

7.1.

Does the site affect the setting of a listed building?
No

7.2.

Is the site within a designated conservation area?
No

7.3.

Is the development likely to have a significant effect upon a Natura 2000
designation?
No

8.

Development Plan Policies

8.1.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1)
Policy S1 Presumption in Favour of Development
Policy S2 Sustainable Development
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Policy S3 Spatial Strategy and Growth
Policy S4 Design Principles
Policy S5 Development Principles
Policy S6d Wigton
Policy S14 Rural Economy
Policy S22 Transport Principles
Policy S27 Heritage Assets
Policy S29 Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage
Policy S30 Reuse of Land
Policy S31 Reuse of Rural Buildings and Replacement Dwellings in the
Countryside
Policy S32 Safeguarding Amenity
Policy S35 Protecting and Enhancing Biodiversity and Geodiversity
Policy DM14 Standards of Good Design
Policy DM15 Extensions and Alterations to Existing Buildings and Properties
8.2.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2)
Policy SA2 Settlement Boundaries

9.

Other material considerations

9.1.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021)

9.2.

Allerdale Council Strategy 2020-2030

10.

Policy weighting

10.1. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that,
if regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any
determination to be made under the Planning Acts, the determination must be
made in accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. This means that the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014 and the
Allerdale Borough Local Plan (Part 2) 2020 policies have primacy.
11.

Assessment:
Principle of development

11.1. Policy S3 of the Allerdale Local Plan sets out the settlement hierarchy for
Allerdale. It defines the settlement hierarchy, which sets out the role of
settlements, including the form and scale of development that would be
expected within the towns and villages and what is acceptable in the open
countryside.
11.2. The development would involve the creation of a residential dwelling from the
conversion and extension of an existing barn. The application site lies outside
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any defined settlement, within the hamlet of Kelsick and is therefore considered
as development in the open countryside.
11.3. Paragraph 80 of the National Planning Policy Framework February 2021 is
applicable to the proposal. Within this, it is indicated that planning decisions
should avoid the development of isolated homes in the countryside.
Circumstances in which such development could be acceptable would include
the re-use of redundant or disused buildings which would enhance its immediate
setting.
11.4. Policy S31 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) is also applicable. This policy
supports the re-use of rural buildings in the open countryside, subject to
compliance with other relevant policies. It is noted that the building should also
be suitable for conversion without substantial alteration or rebuilding i.e. the
building should be structurally sound. This is a key element to this application.
11.5. The proposal would see the existing structure converted to provide a 3 bed
residential dwelling with Kitchen/dining/family room, utility room and a separate
living room. This would involve the re-use of a redundant agricultural building
supported by Policy S3 and S31.
11.6. An inspection report and accompanying drawings have been submitted alongside
the application which identifies that the buildings are generally capable of
conversion with some minor rebuilding works in localised areas. The extent of
the rebuilding works to the existing structure are limited to a small proportion of
the buildings as a whole. The applicant has been able to suitably demonstrate
that the buildings are structurally sound and capable of conversion. With this in
mind, the principle of residential conversion in this location is accepted.
Demolition and Biodiversity
11.7. The proposal would involve the demolition of a small lean to element to the
southern elevation. The scale of the lean to is such that it offers little to the
character of the site or visual amenity of the area. The loss of this element is
therefore accepted.
11.8. The County Archaeologist notes that the farmhouse and adjacent barn are of
traditional clay construction, as such they are of some historical interest, despite
later alterations and being in a poor state of repair. It is suggested that a
condition be attached to any consent to secure suitable recording of the
buildings prior to demolition and conversion works.
11.9. Policy S35 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) seeks to safeguard the habitat of
protected species. The structures at the site have features which potentially
could provide habitats for protected species. The application has been
accompanied by a Survey for Bats, Barn Owls and Breeding Birds. The Report
found that there were signs of barn owls, barn swallows, pigeons, blue tits and
some bat activity, although there was no evidence of a large roost. It is also
indicated that there is potential for bats to be present in the areas that were
inaccessible to the survey such as ridge gaps, wall cracks and behind roof
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beams. A mitigation strategy to include new bat lofts and barn owl window and
nest boxes within and around the farmhouse is outlined in the report, to protect
and enhance the existing biodiversity of the site.
11.10. The Habitats Regulations transpose prohibitions against activities affecting
European Protected Species. The Directive provides for the derogation from
these prohibitions for specified reasons and providing certain conditions are met.
These are referred to as the three derogation tests applied by Natural England
at licensing stage. Standing advice indicates that where it is likely that one of the
prohibitions of the regulations is offended, it is necessary for the Local Planning
Authority to consider the likelihood of a license being granted at the planning
application stage and therefore the three tests.
11.11. The three tests are that:
1. There are imperative reasons of overriding public interest or for public health
and safety;
2. There is no satisfactory alternative;
3. A favourable conservation status of the species is maintained.
11.12. In consideration of the three tests:
1. The retention of a non-designated heritage asset and addition to the adequate
supply of housing is of some public interest.
2. There are potentially other sites/ structures offering alternative conversions,
however these could equally impact on European Protected Species. The
proposed works would bring the building back into use avoiding deterioration or
loss of the building.
3. Given the noted signs of protected species at the site, there would be some
impact on the conservation status. However, there were no large roosts present
and the mitigation strategy would introduce new bat lofts and barn owl window
and nest boxes within and around the farmhouse, which provides compensation.
Direct impacts can therefore be mitigated to a large extent through the
application of appropriate conditions.
11.13. On the basis of the information available, it is considered likely that a license
would be forthcoming from Natural England. The survey works and mitigation
strategy proposed are considered suitable with regards protected species and
satisfy the criteria of Planning Policy S35 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1). It
is suggested that a condition be attached to any planning approval to secure the
mitigation works.
Design
11.14. The site is located in the open countryside outside the defined settlement limits
under Policy SA2 of ALLP2. The principle of a barn conversion can be
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supported under Policy S3 subject to compliance with Policy S31 of the Allerdale
Local Plan. Policy S31 clearly details that the scheme must be a conversion of
an existing building and that it can be demonstrated that the building is
structurally sound.
11.15. Policy S4 seeks to achieve high quality design, which is of appropriate scale and
design for its location whilst responding positively to the character and history of
its location.
11.16. Paragraph 134 of the National Planning Policy Framework details that
development that is not well designed should be refused, especially where it
fails to reflect local design policies.
11.17. The site benefits from planning approval FUL/2021/0097 for the conversion of the
existing building. A single storey extension to provide a garage was approved to
the north elevation. Permitted Development Rights were removed from the
structure that meant any extensions or alterations to the property would require
planning permission. The need for this condition was to protect the character
and history of the building.
11.18. The revised proposal negotiated with the applicant and his agent involves
conversion of the existing barn and addition of a new single storey wing to
create a 3 sided courtyard.

Highways
11.19. The site is accessible via a lane, which would be retained within the
development. Conditions were suggested by the Highway Department to the
earlier application in relation to the surfacing of the access drive. The highway
details are acceptable with the conditions applicable to this application also.
Amenity
11.20. The application site is situated within a large plot. A residential dwelling is
situated beyond the western boundary. A farm complex is situated beyond the
eastern boundary. It is considered that there are reasonable separation
distances between the application property and the agricultural buildings
associated with the farm, with intervening planting and structures, such that the
potential for noise and odour impact from the adjacent farm practices is
considered to be minimal
Drainage
11.21. A new foul water drainage system is proposed for the proposed dwelling
comprising a package treatment plant discharged to the watercourses located
around the property, nearby water course at Stank Beck. Surface water would
be discharged to watercourses around the site with rainwater harvesting,
permeable paving and sub surface storage incorporated within the development.
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11.22. The proposed drainage strategy is accepted.
Contamination
11.23. The Environmental Health Department have assessed the proposal and
considered the information provided on the barn conversion form. They consider
the proposal to be acceptable and do not require any further assessments be
carried in relation to contamination.
Local Financial Considerations
11.24. Having regard to S70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act the proposal will
have financial implications arising from New Homes Bonus and Council Tax
Revenue.

12.

Conclusions

12.1. The conversion of the existing structure with addition of a single storey extension
is considered acceptable and in line with Policy S3 and S31 of the Local Plan
(Part 1) and therefore the principle of a house at this location is not opposed.

13.

RECOMMENDATION
GRANT

Annex 1
CONDITIONS
Time Limit:
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of
three years from the date of this permission.
Reason: In order to comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act
1990.

In Accordance:

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out solely in accordance
with the following plans:
21-11-04 Location Plan
21-11-02 Rev B As Proposed Ground Floor Plan, Elevations & Section A-A
received 30.03.2022
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21-11-03 Rev C As Proposed First Floor Plan, Elevations & Section B-B
received 30.03.2022
21-11-05 Rev C As Proposed Site (Block) Plan received 30.03.2022
Drainage Strategy dated March 2021
Planning Statement – Drainage and Structural
Survey for Bats, Barn Owls & Breeding Birds
Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in complete
accordance with the approved plans and any material and non-material alterations
to the scheme are properly considered.
Pre development conditions:
3.

Prior to the carrying out of any construction works the existing buildings
affected by the proposed development shall be recorded in accordance with
a Level 2 Survey as described in Historic England’s document
‘Understanding Historic Buildings A Guide to Good Recording Practice,
2016’. Within two months of the commencement of construction works a
digital copy of the resultant Level 2 survey report shall be furnished to the
Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that a permanent record is made of the existing buildings of
architectural and historic interest prior to their alteration as part of the proposed
development, in compliance with Policy S27 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1),
Adopted July 2014.

Post-commencement/Pre use commencing conditions:
4.

The access drive shall be surfaced in bituminous or cement bound
materials, or otherwise bound and shall be constructed and completed
before the development is brought into use. This surfacing shall extend for a
distance of at least 5 metres inside the site, as measured from the
carriageway edge of the adjacent highway.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety for constructional and operational
traffic.

5.

The foul and surface water drainage scheme outlined in the submitted
Drainage Strategy shall be fully implemented prior to the occupation of the
dwelling house and maintained operational at all times thereafter.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory means of drainage and minimise the risk of
flooding, in compliance with Policy S29 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1),
Adopted July 2014.

Other:
6.

Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking or re-enacting
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that Order with or without modification) no external alterations or additions
shall be made to any dwelling hereby approved and no buildings, extensions,
gates, fences or walls (other than those expressly authorised by this
permission) shall be carried out within the curtilage of any dwelling without
the prior written approval of the Local Planning Authority upon an
application submitted to it.
Reason: To preserve the character and appearance of the original building and its
surroundings.
.
7. The works shall be implemented in accordance with the mitigation strategy
outlined in Section E and F of the submitted Survey for Bats, Barn Owls and
Breeding Birds and Detail 8 (Roof Space Roost for Long Eared Bats) and
Detail 4B (Ridge Tile Access Detail 4B).
Reason: To safeguard the habitat of bats in compliance with the National Planning
Policy Framework and Policy S35 of the Allerdale Local Plan (part 1), Adopted
July 2014.
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Agenda Item 7
Allerdale Borough Council
Planning Application
Development Panel Report
Reference Number: FUL/2020/0047
Valid Date:

18/02/2020

Location:

Land at Derwent Forest, Broughton Moor, Great
Broughton, Cumbria

Applicant:

Mr N Catterson, Derwent Forest Development
Consortium Ltd

Proposal:

Proposed visitor centre with associated
gatehouse, parking and infrastructure

RECOMMENDATION
GRANT subject to conditions
Summary
Issue

Conclusion

Principle of Development

While not meeting all policy criteria fully,
the scheme as amended is considered
acceptable in accordance with the
objectives of Policy S18 of ALLP1. The
proposal will deliver beneficial local
tourism facilities to the area with a local
connection to the historic legacy of the
wider site.

Tourism

Policy SA32 of the Allerdale Local Plan
(Part 2) specifies the criteria for tourist
related development. There is a bespoke
locational aspect to the proposal which
represents a material consideration.

Layout and scale

The proposed design is modern in its
details, but occupies an isolated and
remote location on the RNAD site.
The nearest property is approx. 280m
distance from the site.

Highways

The layout and access details meet the
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requirements of the County highway
authority.
Contamination

Policy S30 endorses the remediation of
existing contaminated land/buildings. The
sites are predominantly brownfield Further
assessment is required to the coal mining
details (conditioned).

Drainage

The foul and surface water drainage
details are acceptable in compliance with
Policy S29 of ALPP1.

Ecology

Policy S35 refers to ecology/ biodiversity.
The application is supported by detailed
ecological surveys. Subject to mitigation
being secured these details are
safeguarded.

2.

Proposal

2.1.

The application seeks consent to develop a visitor centre facility on the western
periphery of the Derwent Forest site. The primarily hard surfaced site was
formerly used as a helipad for the previous military use of the RNAD.
The building is to incorporate a museum relating to the site’s former historic past,
plus a memorial to the former workers killed in a munition explosion accident
during the last war.

2.2

The centre building itself comprises of a modern two-story flat roof building
comprising of a reception, shop, café bar and learning area. The building itself
would be finished in timber cladding with recessed areas in zinc cladding.
The scheme’s former proposal for a14m tall observation tower with viewing
platform terraces has been withdrawn from the scheme. The land around the
edge of the centre would be landscaped. The site will be served by a new foul
water package treatment plant. Surface water is to be discharged to Holden’s gill
via a surface water drainage system.

2.3

As the development is located within the internal layout framework of the RNAD
which has no public access, a separate entrance collection point on the northern
boundary of the RNAD is proposed. This involves the conversion of a vacant
ridged roof single storey building to act as a reception point with an adjoining
enlarged ancillary car/bus park for visitors. The intention is then to shuttle visitors
by buses along the internal road network to the site of the helipad. This is due to
health and safety concerns relating to the intervening land deriving from the sites
former landuses.

2.2.

The application under its EIA status is supported by additional supporting
documents: landscape and visual impact, ecology, ground conditions, traffic and
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transport and cumulative considerations. (The applicant has since set up a
community engagement group to inform of the progress of the proposal).
2.3. The Plans for consideration are:A2.19.867 010 Rev C visitor centre location plan 22/11/21
A2.19.867 VC100 D Site plan
A2.19.867 VC101 B Proposed first floor plans
A2.19.867 VC102 D Proposed elevations
A2.19.867 VC103 E Entrance site plan Site plan
A2.19.867 VC104 C Entrance proposed Floor plans
A2.19.867 VC105 B Entrance Proposed elevations
A2.19.867 VC001 C Entrance location plan
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 1 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 2 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 3 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 4 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 5 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC1000 Materials study VC
A115081 Derwent Forest Visitor centre Noise statement
A115081 C001a – Entrance visibility splays
A115081 C001a VC Access
A115081-21-C-D100-P1 –Visitor centre
A115081-21-C-D100-P1 –Visitor centre
A115081-21-C-D100-P1 –Visitor centre drainage
Entrance building to visitor centre proposed landscape plan WW/10 B
Ecology appraisal 2020
Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey (Feb 2020),
Geo Environmental Desk top study and preliminary coal mining risk assessment
Jan 2020
A115081 visitor centre –contour /topographical /drainage plan- Landmark
A115081 visitor centre- estimated soil chemistry- Landmark
A115081 visitor centre Historical map – Slice A
A115081 visitor centre Historical map – Slice B
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A10
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A11
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A14
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A15
Coal Authority –summary of findings map
Archaeological assessment
Details of package treatment plant
Road Safety Audit (26th March 2021), prepared by Tetra Tech
Derwent Forest entrance building landscape plan Rev B 24/01/20
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Derwent Forest visitor centre landscape plan 11A
2.4.

The proposed use will operate between 10 am and 5pm with a slight
variation at the gatehouse to allow for transfers. It is anticipated the proposal
will employ upto 10 members of staff.

2.5.

In addition to these plans the applicant also provided an overarching
masterplan document for the whole of the depot site. This was to
demonstrate the long term visions for the wider site encompassing a variety
of differing landuses, within the context of Policy S18 and demonstrate how
the concept of the current proposed phase interelates with other long term
future ambitions.

2.6.

The proposal was the subject of a public consultation event at Broughton
Moor in January 2020.

3.

Site

3.1.

The application site compromises of a large hardstanding area formerly used as
a helipad area within the enclosed confines of the perimeter fence of the former
Broughton Moor Royal Navy Armaments Depot (RNAD) site. This immediate
section of surrounding land is open but unmanaged. A larger block of woodland
within the RNAD site is located to the east.

3.2.

The site is served by an internal road within the RNAD’s wider highway network
which traverses along the western edge of the site. The sites existing tall
perimeter fence is sited on the opposite side of the internal road. The route of the
former railway line corridor (not part of the existing C2C route) is located a short
distance (approx. 170m) to the south. Given this site is not accessible, the C2C’s
designated route is presently diverted east of Camerton village southwards
towards the Camerton - Gt Broughton highway. The land to the west on the outer
edge of the nearby perimeter fence is being used to grow a crop of Willow.

3.3.

The nearest isolated individual residential property is ‘Desmene’, which is sited
approx. 280m to the west of the site.

4.

Relevant Planning History

4.1.

The site itself has not been the subject of any previous applications.

4.2.

Historically the RNAD site was used for small scale coal mining and a brickworks
which was upgraded with Buckhill colliery in the 19th century and closed in 1932.
A smallpox hospital was also sited in the north-western area of the wider site. Its
primary use commenced in 1938 when it was purchased by the Royal navy for
use as a naval arms depot, which in 1944 expanded its use from storage to
maintenance, repair, inspection and disposal of munitions. This use ceased in
1963 when leased to West Germany for the storage of mines, followed by the
United States in 1977, for arms storage, being utilised by NATO from 1981-1991.
A full explosive ordinance disposal search of the site was undertaken for its
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decommissioning, removing all explosive materials from the site. The site has
remained vacant since its closure in 1992.
4.3.

A smaller initial housing estate of 25 dwellinghouses, acting as a catalyst for the
future programme of works on the wider site under Policy S18, was granted
outline consent under 2/2014/0858 and the subsequent reserved matters
2/2017/0319. It has a separate independent vehicular access onto the Great
Broughton-Broughton Moor (Moor Rd) highway. This approved self-build scheme
is extant.

4.4.

The council more recently has refused a separate detailed planning application
FUL/2020/0070 for a residential estate off Moor Rd on the opposite eastern
outskirts of the RNAD site. This alternative site intended to use the same access
junction from the Seaton /Broughton Moor highway for its constructional traffic.
Members at the recent former panel meeting were, contrary to officer’s
recommendation, refused the application on the grounds of being piecemeal
development contrary to the objectives of Policy S18 with additional reference to
its associated traffic implications under Policy S22.

5.

Representations

5.1.

Broughton Parish Council
8/04/20 Object on strong grounds:
Potential highway impacts through Broughton village – access via Seaton is
unrealistic
Need of a full site survey to clean up the ruins
No details on addressing existing traffic bottlenecks
No evidence on the purpose of the visitor centre
Proposal should not be undertaken in a piecemeal manner –need to look at
whole site
Question whether the proposal relates to second home development
Development is premature until there is safe access to the site.
Broughton Moor Parish
Seek a s106 to ensure the large development bring benefits to Broughton Moor
which is lacking in amenities.
Seaton Parish

5.2. No objections
CCC Highway Authority/ LLFA
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5.3.

No objections subject to highway conditions. The layout plan access
arrangements and Transport Statement and Road safety audit were assessed.
They are satisfied the visibility splays can be achieved accounting for a vertical
visibility issue (but the vegetation will need cutting back). There are records of 2
accidents in the past 5 years at a sharp bends 300m to the east of the site. Given
the straight high speed road, signage is recommended indicating the visitor
centre (to be approved by the highway authority). Adequate turning facilities are
provided within the site. Further details are also required on the grasscrete
drainage details for the highway infrastructure
Rights of Way Officer

5.4.

No recorded rights of way in the vicinity of the site.
MoD

5.5.

No safeguarding options.

Environmental Protection
5.6.

No objections subject to planning conditions re contamination land appraisal,
importation of clean materials and the treatment of any asbestos on the site.
Natural England

5.7.

No comments. The proposal has not been assessed for protected species but the
subject of ‘standing advice’.
Highway England

5.8.

No objections.
Fire Officer

5.9.

No objections. However, there will be the needs to comply with regulations re
firefighting and water supplies.
County Archaeologist

5.10. Refers to the application site affecting a building and helipad of the former
RNAD site, plus the site of the late 19th century Greengill Pit, coke ovens and
spoil heaps which are of local significance. Broadly agrees with the submitted
scheme of investigation but seeks further details therefore no objections subject
to a condition recording a landscape survey of the site and archaeological
investigation which will be dependent on the extent of any future groundworks.
United Utilities
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5.11. No waste water connection as part of the development. Seek any surface water
be conditioned through the National drainage strategy.
Environment Agency
5.12. Seek an amended desk study to account for the gas works on site or the c18
mine drain links. Identified leachable contaminants – need of ground
investigation, risk assessment and possible source removal.
Coal Authority
5.13. The site is within an identified development high risk area. The Coal Authority
refer to the applicants supporting Geo-environmental Desk top study report. It
refers to its recommendations for further investigations on any upgrades to the
access road due to the potential of shallow mine workings. It refers also to the
recorded mine entries in the locality, with the need for uncovering /drilling of
mine shafts to determine their depth and condition (with a reference to establish
a specific individual mine entry which is in an influencing area of the viewpoint
feature, which by virtue of the intensification of the land may require
remediation).
Overall no objections subject to planning conditions.
5.14. The application was advertised on site and in the press. One letter of objection
was received on the grounds of:

6.

 The building is out of character with the area
 It impedes their view which they’ve benefitted for the past 45 years
 The siting and proposed roadway will cause noise disturbance and loss of
privacy to their dwelling
 Disturbance to wildlife
 Litter from the site
 The proposed 14m tower will be seen in the wider area including Clifton
and the A66
 The development should be sited on a well-hidden site given the large
size of the RNAD
 Visitors may witness deer controlling practices on neighbouring land

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

6.1.

Acknowledged this proposal represents part of a larger project for the
redevelopment of the wider site and therefore constituted EIA development under
the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations
2017.

6.2.

A supporting range of Environmental Statements (ES) were submitted in support
of the application.

7.

Duties
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7.1.

The proposal does not impact of the setting of any listed building or conservation
area. The scale and type of development does not have any significant impacts
on any designated Natura 2000 designation.

8.

Development Plan Policies

8.1.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) ALPP1
Policy S1
Policy S2
Policy S3
Policy S4
Policy S5
Policy S18
Policy S22
Policy S27
Policy S29
Policy S30
Policy S32
Policy S33
Policy S35
Policy DM12
Policy DM14
Policy DM17

8.2.

Presumption in favour of sustainable development
Sustainable development principles
Spatial strategy and growth
Design principles
Development principles
Derwent Forest
Transport principles
Heritage assets
Flood risk and surface water drainage
Reuse of land
Safeguarding amenity
Landscape
Protecting and enhancing biodiversity and geodiversity
Sustainable construction
Standards of good design
Trees, hedgerows and woodland.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2) ALPP2
Policy SA2 Settlement limits
Policy SA32 Tourism, Coastal and Countryside recreation

9.

Other material considerations
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021)
National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG)
Allerdale Borough Council Plan 2020-2030

10.

Policy weighting

10.1. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that,
if regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any
determination to be made under the Planning Acts, the determination must be
made in accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. This means that the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014 and the
Allerdale Borough Local Plan (Part 2) 2020 policies have primacy.
11.

Assessment:
Principle -Tourism
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11.1.

The proposed visitor centre represents a phase in the redevelopment of the
former RNAD (Derwent Forest) site, which has stood predominantly redundant
for many years and will assist in restoring part of a brownfield site back to use.

11.2.

The initial first outline phase of proposal under 2/2014/0858 for 25 self-build
residential units was approved (including a design code) on the opposite
eastern side of the site with the prospect that it would enable and facilitate the
funding for the wider development of the site.

11.3.

The role of Derwent Forest in West Cumbria is recognised in a number of key
strategies including the Energy Coast Masterplan, Sub Regional Spatial
Strategy, Cumbria Tourism Destination plan and Cumbria Economic Plan.

11.4.

Given the scale, nature and strategic potential of the Derwent Forest site, the
ALPP1 includes a standalone exemption policy to guide development over the
plan period, recognising the types of acceptable uses and the exceptional
nature of the site. i.e. the inclusion of this site is on the basis of it acting as an
enabling development to facilitate the restoration of the site to the wider benefit
of the local community.

11.5.

Policy S18 Derwent Forest recognises the need to secure a mix of uses for the
project to be viable and to enable the restoration of the site to a suitable level of
use. The policy includes residential development “sufficient to achieve the
viability of the project and secure the overall restoration of the site”. However
the policy does specify objectives seeking that any proposal will:
“a) Provide a comprehensive masterplan for the site, including phasing, to be
submitted as part of any planning application to ensure delivery of a coherent
solution for the site and avoid a piecemeal approach;
b) Demonstrate the social, economic and environmental benefits it will bring to
the local economy and community;
c) Provide a whole site solution and incorporate significant elements of public
access, including the continuation and enhancement of the C2C cycle route
through the site;
d) Give consideration to sustainable modes of transport that will form an
important part of any transport assessment/plan required to support proposals;
e) Ensure the siting, design and scale of all elements of the proposed scheme
are appropriate, and will safeguard and enhance important landscape features,
valuable historic assets, existing wildlife species and habitats and demonstrate
how the wider landscape context has been taken into account. The proposal will
seek to minimise and where appropriate mitigate adverse impacts;
f) Ensure that off-site infrastructure is adequate to accommodate any proposals
and that the site is remediated to an acceptable level for the proposed end use.”
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11.6. Officers acknowledge that the restoration of the site is only one part of a long
term vision, given the sheer size of the overall site.
11.7. Policy S18 makes specific inclusion of “tourist related development” within the
options of suitable landuses for the site.
11.8. Paras 212/ 213 ALPP1 in support of the policy does recognise the role in coordinating any development to a network of habitat and green infrastructure.
11.9. In assessing the merits of the proposal, members need to assess whether they
consider it fulfils the policy criteria of paras 210-213. The scheme as initially
submitted, lacked any supporting masterplan thus did not initially demonstrate
compliance with the local plan policy requirements, which was reflected in
officers concerns over piecemeal development not reflecting the wider site
development aspirations.
11.10. In response, the applicant submitted a masterplan document which outlines a
wider broader vision for the development of the whole site which includes an
indicative layout of 3 new settlements, other development including commercial
leisure development and routes of connectivity (estimating approx. 2000
dwellings) and 4.27 ha employment area subdivided by woodland areas. Its
supporting vision document includes a “visitor centre” in the list of future uses.
11.11. Whilst this masterplan fulfils the requirement of the planning policy and does
represent a material consideration to the current proposal, future development
proposals in line with the master plan would be judged on their individual merits.
11.12. Officers acknowledge that future phases and major development may require
significant additional levels of investment in infrastructure to facilitate the
magnitude of development expected under the provisions of the policy and the
wider master plans for the site.
11.13. Officers emphasise the planning matters and infrastructure requirements of the
current scheme should however be proportionate to the requirements of this
individual phase and meets the enabling requirements of the policy and is
compatible with the master plan expectations for the Derwent Forest site.
However, members clearly expressed concern in their grounds of refusal of the
recent housing development on the RNAD site on the piecemeal nature of the
development and the lack of a detailed masterplan demonstrating the long term
delivery of the site and its required infrastructure. The refusal decision is a
material consideration and members need to consider whether this equally
applies to the current proposal.
11.14. Officers, unlike the refused housing application, attach weight to the locational
tourist need for the development of this proposal and its educational attributes
which is directly linked to the historic legacy of the site. Members need to judge
the merits of this issue, as the principal of the development is dependent on
Policy S18 as, as an isolated tourist development in the open countryside its
criteria would normally conflict with Policy SA32 of ALPP2 which normally only
supports sustainable locations or the expansion of existing tourist facilities.
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11.15. Under the criteria of any EIA, evidence is required to assess the merits of the
proposal site focusing on the subjects of ecology, landscape and visual impact,
ground conditions and traffic and transport. Its assessment excluded
archaeology, air quality/odour, noise and vibration, hydrology, socio economic,
lighting, waste human health, accidents /disasters, and climate change.
11.16. Mitigation measures are recommended, where appropriate.
11.17. Whilst officers would not normally support this type of isolated tourist
development there is a locational need which is bespoke to the development.
Policy S18 identifies that there are specific and justified exemption reasons for
supporting the proposal. It is for members to judge whether the developments
economic and community benefits outweigh the policy context of Policy S18.
11.18. The physical merits of the proposal may be summarised as follows:
Layout and Design
11.19. The application’s details demonstrate modern utilitarian design which in officer’s
opinion is reflective of the function and history of the site and the nature of
existing military buildings found elsewhere on the site. The site of the centre is
isolated and therefore not prominent to public view.
11.20. The initial scheme sought to introduce a modern observation viewing tower to
the building as an added attraction to the tourist landuse, but in response to
local concerns this feature has been deleted.
11.21. The reception car park area and the conversion of the former gatehouse
building would bring back a beneficial use to this section of the site. The new
car park facilities would be screened by new supplementary landscaping.
11.22. The applicant acknowledges that the proposals parking and access
arrangements appear unconventional, but there are other comparative
examples in the U.K including the Eden project in Cornwall during construction
and other national trust estates e.g. Seven oaks to reduce carbon emissions
Although officers have reservation on the unusual shuttle arrangement of
accessing the visitor centre, these concerns are more related to the economic
viability considerations of the site rather than any identifiable environmental
harm.
Highways
11.23. Policy S22 refers to transport principles. Traffic was a major concern in the
recent refusal decision of the housing development on the opposite side of the
site.
11.24. The application is supported by an ES chapter on traffic, which included the
cumulative impacts of the recent refused application for the 71 dwellings. The
report highlights that as the development does not meet the thresholds
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(increasing traffic flows by 30% or affect sensitive areas by 10%) the traffic
evidence is voluntary. No traffic survey was requested by the highway authority.
In assessing the effects accounts were made for: severance, driver delay,
pedestrian delay, pedestrian activity, fear and intimidation and accidents and
safety.
11.25. The assessment advises that no traffic survey was taken of the Seaton –
Broughton Moor highway. There were no recorded accidents in the past 3
years. There are no footpath links to the village. There are 2 designated
cycleway routes in the wider locality of the site (one of which to be linked in the
future as part of the masterplan). The nearest bus stop is in Broughton Moor
(No 69 bus which operates weekdays and Saturdays),
11.26. Construction works will be undertaken in accordance with a Construction
Environmental Management Plan. Any construction impacts will be temporary.
11.27. In assessing operational impacts, account has been taken of the proposed
operational hours, which consequently is unlikely to generate traffic during the
AM peak hours and visitor traffic is unlikely after 5pm. Thus the site impact is
based on employees traffic – equating to 11 cars in peak pm hour – estimating
6 towards Seaton and 5 towards Broughton Moor (of which 2 will traverse south
to Gt Broughton/A66).
11.28. The applicant’s traffic survey evidence assumes traffic levels on the Seaton
Broughton Moor highway replicate those taken on Moor Rd. This suggests a
peak hour increase in traffic flows from 124 -144/5 in both east west directions
on the Seaton Rd / Broughton Moor highway, representing a 4% increase.
11.29. As a consequence, there is negligible impacts on the highway effects criteria.
11.30. Officers attribute weight to the consultation response of the highway authority. It
is highlighted that this proposal, unlike the recent refused housing development
obtains access alternatively off the Seaton / Broughton Moor highway. As it
does not meet traffic levels triggers, the required traffic generation information
cannot be reasonably insisted upon from the applicant. Furthermore, its levels
of both construction and operational traffic are unlikely to match those in scale
to that of the housing development.
11.31. The merits of the access itself are acceptable with a wide highway verge and
good visibility with satisfactory off-street parking and turning provision for 37
cars (4 disabled and 3 buses). The highway authority has raised no objections
to the scheme. Whilst it would have been preferable to provide a connection
with the C2C link, as these details were refused under the housing application
these cannot be considered as part of the current scheme.
Contamination
11.32. Policy S30 specifies the beneficial merits of reusing previously developed land,
subject to ensuring sufficient evidence is demonstrated to ensure there are no
potential contamination risks. This subject represented the other primary
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objective on the site due to the historic legacy of the past. The site has a
complex layout of buildings and infrastructure deriving from its long historic past
which include a range of military buildings and mine entries relating to the
operations and activities at the site.
11.33. The application is supported by detailed Geo Environmental ground condition
report, heritage documentation on the history/ archaeological value of the site
and a coal mining report.
11.34. Mitigation during construction can be secured by a CEMP.
11.35. Moderate significant adverse effects would be experienced during construction
by adjacent properties, construction workers and infiltration/ migration of
contamination to aquifer/ watercourses, with major significant adverse effects
from land stability impacts. These can be mitigated against through working
practices, safety equipment/capping of the shaft and stabilisation.
11.36. During the operational use, major significant adverse effects could arise from
ground /gas vapour, land stability issues, but these can be mitigated by gas
monitoring prior to development/stabilisation of the mineshaft. (conditioned).
11.37. The Coal Authority report acknowledges the inherited complications of the coal
mining history in the immediate locality with potential shallow workings and
recorded mine entries within the vicinity of the site and the access corridor
However subject to further investigations they consider this matter can be
reserved by condition.
11.38. Weight is also given to the fact that the Environmental Health Officer does not
raise objections, subject to conditions. As the development primarily
concentrates on the hard surfaced footprint of the helipad, the contamination
issues are less complicated. However further details would be required for the
conversion treatment of the gatehouse building.
Landscaping
11.39. Policy S33 seeks to ensure future development is sympathetic with the
landscape which in reinforced under criteria e) of Policy S18 which seeks to
safeguards it features.
11.40. The applications ES includes a detailed Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment. It outlined the key landscape features and characteristics of the
site. It identified its location within the sub type 5a Ridge and Valley category
and refers to the other surrounding landscape types. The site is located 7.3km
from the Lake District National Park designation with the Solway Coast 5.3km to
the north.
11.41. A supporting zone of visual impact was also provided to outline the extent of
short, medium and long-term views of the site from its surroundings and 6
viewpoints: Stud farm, South terrace (Gt Broughton) Brigham – Broughton
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highway, northern edge of Greysouthen, Watch hill (nr Cockermouth) and
Whin Fell.
11.42. The significance and nature of construction works on landscape character, semi
improved grassland and dense scrub were slight and negative (i.e. not
significant). This was also applicable to most of the chosen visual receptors with
the exception of the longer views Greysouthen, Brigham, Watch Hill and Whin
Fell which are negligible.
11.43. The impact of its operational use (which clearly would be permanent), the
residual significance and nature of effects would initially be moderate and
negative on the host landscape character type (5a Ridge and valleys) with the
introduction of the buildings built form, but becoming moderate and beneficial in
15 years timescale with the establishment of the proposed landscaping, with
minor impacts on the neighbouring sub type 8b broad valleys resulting in an
overall slight to negative impact.
11.44. The assessment recommends for mitigation the use of appropriate design and
landscaping Officers highlight that the proposal does not result in the loss of
any trees at the visitor centre site itself.
11.45. The entrance facilities will result in the loss of 2 trees plus a small group of
regenerated Birch and Willow to accommodate the supporting highway details.
Officers consider this will be compensated by the sites landscaping scheme.
Nature Conservation
11.46. Policy S35 outlines the criteria for biodiversity and nature conservation.
11.47. The application is supported by an ecological survey to assess the nature
conservation of the site. The survey accounted for species in the locality and
the surrounding habitats. The nearest designated ecology sites River Derwent
and Bassenthwaite Lake SAC, River Derwent SSI and Maryport Harbour SSSI
and ancient woodlands were scoped out due to the nature and scale of the
works and the separation distance. The scale of works proposed do not meet
the triggers for an HRA.
11.48. It was envisaged there would be low impacts on bats, reptiles and birds during
construction and moderate impact on the greater Crested newts which albeit
not recorded on the site have the potential to forage across the site’s access
within known ponds in the surrounding area. However, a Species Protection
Plan is recommended for this aspect of the works.
11.49. The applicant advises the proposal will encompass mitigation measures
including lighting controls, speed limits along the access road, exclusion fencing
retention of existing hedgerows, enhancement of grasslands/native species in
the area plus retention of the tree belt extending into the site. These may result
in permanent significant impacts during the operational phase to bats, greater
crested newts and reptiles, with no significant impact on birds.
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11.50. Officers attach weight that Natural England raises no objections and this
smaller scale of development does not exceed the HRA triggers.
Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage
11.51. Policy S29 outlines the considerations in assessing flood risk and surface water
drainage.
11.52. The submitted application was supported by a drainage scheme which outlines
a package treatment plant for the proposed works for the means of foul
drainage i.e. non–mains. A surface water drainage scheme seeks to discharge
into a local watercourse. Neither United Utilities, Environment Agency nor
Natural England object to these details subject to adherence with the national
drainage hierarchy i.e. exploration of soakaways prior to the pursuit of the
watercourse option. (conditioned)
11.53. The drainage of this modest sized development proposal are therefore
considered acceptable with no impact on the development or the displacement
of surface water to other sites, in compliance with Policy S29 of ALPP1.
Residential Amenity
11.54. Policy S32 seeks to ensure development does not result in any significant loss
of amenity. The proposal represents a major development and therefore has
the potential for residential disturbance during its construction. The nearest
residential property is Desmene which is sited approx. 280m to the west of the
site.
11.55. A brief noise statement was provided to the application advising the site is
within a quiet location with no significant noise sources in close proximity and
the operation would only operate in daytime hours. Under current noise
guidance it is considered there is a negligible risk of future residents
experiencing adverse effects for existing sources of noise, therefore a detailed
assessment is not required.
11.56. Given this separation distance and the daytime operational hours of the building
officers consider there will be no significant loss of amenity subject to the
adoption of a construction management plan.
Archaeological
11.57. Policy S27 seeks to safeguard heritage assets. The application is supported by
an Archaeological desk based assessment and walk over survey for the whole
depot site. It highlighted the cultural heritage interest, referring to 4 categories
of: The RNAD landuse (no further documentation required); Collieries (no
further records required); Medieval to post medieval ridge and furrow (evidence
no further work required) and Medieval field system (extensively damaged by
the depot land use) and Prehistoric and Romano-British Architecture (only one
possible site).
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Cumulative Impacts
11.58. The ES document also examined cumulative impacts and any in combination
effects. Other identified development within locality included the neighbouring
housing estate approved under 2/2014/0858 (ongoing), plus the site of the
recent refused housing application (FUL/2020/00707) and the future
development aspects to be pursued on the remainder of the Derwent Forest
site under Policy S18 of the ALPP1 (no anticipated overlap but may be
cumulative during construction/ operational phases). The key topics were:
11.59. (i) Ecology – The existing construction activities at the approved estate are
controlled under a CEMP with no notable impacts on species.
11.60. On the masterplan previous surveys have been undertaken for bats, greater
crested newts and reptiles. Removal of vegetation id s being compensated by
supplementary landscaping and mitigation measures will seek to safeguard the
water environment for other species plus additional features e.g. SuDs ponds.
On this basis no significant effects are anticipated or indeed may have a
positive impact.
11.61. (ii) Landscape - The development in conjunction with the existing approved
estate and future phases of the masterplan will potentially intensify the
landscape and visual effects. Given the screened location of the proposal there
will not likely be combined views with the existing development.
11.62. (iii) Ground conditions - Potential contamination issues during the construction
phase and operational phases. However, there would be beneficial long term
beneficial impacts from the remediation of the site addressing the land stability
and any contamination.
11.63. (iv) Design - No cumulative impacts identified.
11.64. Construction - Potential for pathways of disturbance for neighbouring land uses
and properties and a secondary A aquifer and surface water run off – to be
addressed through ground investigation and CEMP.
11.65. (v) Transport - Cumulative impacts were evaluated with the neighbouring estate
and visitor centre under the traffic evidence. The impacts of other areas of the
masterplan are unknown and are therefore unclear at this stage, but will likely
have significant impacts on the road network. Any future proposal will need to
be supported by a detailed Transport Assessment, Travel plan and
comprehensive strategy for improvements to the wider highway infrastructure
with mitigation measures.
11.66. In combination effects were also examined for the construction and operation
phases with their findings in their topic chapters (Socio economic, transport,
pollution related construction works, lighting landscape featured, visual effects
and ground contamination) concluding these would be minor adverse impacts.
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11.67. Similarly, the in combined impacts social and-economic impacts (recreation
/tourism) were slight beneficial, traffic slight adverse, noise minor adverse and
drainage flooding, visual effects and air quality negligible.
11.68. Officers therefore consider there is no significant cumulative impacts associated
with the existing and pending developments. Any such cumulative impacts with
any additional development can be assessed on their individual merits as part
of any future application for additional phases of development.
Local Financial Considerations
12.1.

Having regard to S70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act. There are
matters regarding the New Homes Bonus Scheme and Council Tax Revenue
for the Council. This has carried no weight in the determination.
Conclusions

13.1.

Officers highlight the importance of Policy S18 which is fundamental to the
principle of this proposal in its open countryside setting. The proposal
represents one of the early stages of redeveloping this vast brownfield site. The
applicant has delivered a high-level masterplan for the overall scheme. Policy
S18 incorporates the potential for tourist related development acting as part of
any future mix of land uses, to enable the viable restoration of the site and
provide community benefits. Officers consider the merits of the scheme, which
has both tourism and educational benefits, is sufficiently acceptable that the
principle of this development may be supported.

13.2

The supporting Environmental Statement has been examined in detail, looking
at the many planning considerations. Further consultation is required for several
separate regulations. The merits of the proposal are therefore considered
acceptable in accordance with the councils adopted local plan policies.

13.3

While officers have sought to offer positive recommendation consistent with
their advice on the recently decided housing application at Derwent Forest, it is
open to members to take a decision to refuse this application, consistent with
members decision to refuse the housing application.

RECOMMENDATION
GRANT
Annex 1
CONDITIONS
Time Limit:
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of
three years from the date of this permission.
Reason: In order to comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990.
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In Accordance:
2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out solely in
accordance with the following plans:
A2.19.867 VC100 D Site plan
A2.19.867 VC101 B Proposed first floor plans
A2.19.867 VC102 C Proposed elevations
A2.19.867 VC103 E Entrance site plan Site plan
A2.19.867 VC104 C Entrance proposed Floor plans
A2.19.867 VC105 B Entrance Proposed elevations
A2.19.867 VC001 C Entrance location plan
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 1 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 2 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 3 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 4 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 5 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC1000 Materials study VC
A115081 Derwent Forest Visitor centre Noise statement
A115081 C001a – Entrance visibility splays
A115081 C001a VC Access
A115081-21-C-D100-P1 –Visitor centre
A115081-21-C-D100-P1 –Visitor centre
A115081-21-C-D100-P1 –Visitor centre
Entrance building to visitor centre proposed landscape plan WW/10 B
Ecology appraisal 2020
Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey (Feb 2020),
Geo Environmental Desk top study and preliminary coal mining risk
assessment
Jan 2020
A115081 visitor centre –contour /topographical /drainage plan- Landmark
A115081 visitor centre- estimated soil chemistry- Landmark
A115081 visitor centre Historical map – Slice A
A115081 visitor centre Historical map – Slice B
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A10
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A11
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A14
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A15
Coal Authority –summary of findings map
Archaeological assessment
Details of package treatment plant
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Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in complete
accordance with the approved plans and any material and non-material
alterations to the scheme are properly considered.
Pre-commencement conditions:
3.

No development shall commence within the site until the applicant has
secured the implementation of a programme of archaeological work in
accordance with a written scheme of investigation which has been
submitted by the applicant and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
Reasons: To afford reasonable opportunity for an examination to be made to
determine the existence of any remains of archaeological interest within the site
and for the preservation, examination or recording of such remains)

4.

Details of all measures including surfacing material of the car park access
road and drainage measures to be taken by the applicant/developer to
prevent surface water discharging onto or off the highway shall be
submitted to the Local Planning Authority for approval prior to
development being commenced. Any approved works shall be
implemented prior to the development being completed and shall be
maintained operational thereafter
Reason: In the interests of highway safety.

5.

The development shall not commence until visibility splays providing
clear visibility of 215 metres measured 2.4 metres down the centre of the
access road and the nearside channel line of the carriageway edge have
been provided at the junction of the access road with the county highway.
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning
(General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any Order
revoking and re-enacting that Order) relating to permitted development,
no structure, vehicle or object of any kind shall be erected, parked or
placed and no trees, bushes or other plants shall be planted or be
permitted to grown within the visibility splay which obstruct the visibility
splays. The visibility splays shall be constructed before general
development of the site commences so that construction traffic is
safeguarded.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety.

6.

The access, parking/turning, loading / unloading and material storage
areas shall be provided before any building work commences on this site
so that construction traffic can park and turn clear of the highway. The
access and public highway in the vicinity of the site access shall be kept
clear of mud and debris from the site and provision for road sweeping
shall be provided as necessary or requested by the LHA.
Reason: The carrying out of this development without the provision of these
facilities during the construction work is likely to lead to inconvenience and
danger to road users.
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7.

Advanced Direction Signs (ADS) and Direction Signs (DS) at the access
shall be provided in the verges on both approaches. Details of the signs
including location plan and sign details shall be submitted to the Local
Planning Authority for approval prior to development being commenced.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety.

8.

Prior to the commencement of any development, a surface water drainage
scheme, based on the hierarchy of drainage options in the National
Planning Practice Guidance with evidence of an assessment of the site
conditions (inclusive of how the scheme shall be managed after
completion) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The surface water drainage scheme must be in
accordance with the Non-Statutory Technical Standards for Sustainable
Drainage Systems (March 2015) or any subsequent replacement national
standards and unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority, no surface water shall discharge to the public sewerage system
either directly or indirectly. The development shall be completed,
maintained and managed in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To promote sustainable development, secure proper drainage and to
manage the risk of flooding and pollution. This condition is imposed in light of
policies within the NPPF and NPPG.

9.

No development shall commence until intrusive site investigations have
been carried out on site to establish the exact situation in respect of
shallowing mine workings and mine entries. The findings of the intrusive
site investigations, including a layout plan plotting the mine entry and its
zone of influence, shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for
consideration and approval in writing. The intrusive site investigations
shall be carried out in accordance with authoritative UK guidance
Reason The undertaking of intrusive site investigations, prior to the
commencement of development, is considered to be necessary to ensure that
adequate information pertaining to ground conditions and coal mining legacy is
available to enable appropriate remedial and mitigatory measures to be
identified and carried out before building works commence on site. This is in
order to ensure the safety and stability of the development, in accordance with
paragraphs 178 and 179 of the National Planning Policy Framework

10.

Where the findings of the intrusive site investigations (required by
condition 9 above) identify that coal mining legacy on the site poses a risk
to surface stability, no development shall commence until a detailed
remediation and treatment scheme to protect the development from the
effects of such land instability has been submitted to the Local Planning
Authority for consideration and approval in writing. Following approval,
the remedial works shall be implemented on site in complete accordance
with the approved details.
Reason The undertaking of intrusive site investigations, prior to the
commencement of development, is considered to be necessary to ensure that
adequate information pertaining to ground conditions and coal mining legacy is
available to enable appropriate remedial and mitigatory measures to be
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identified and carried out before building works commence on site. This is in
order to ensure the safety and stability of the development, in accordance with
paragraphs 178 and 179 of the National Planning Policy Framework
11.

Following implementation and completion of the approved remediation
scheme (required by condition 10 above) and prior to the first occupation
of the development, a verification report shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority to confirm completion
of the remediation scheme in accordance with approved details.
Reason The undertaking of intrusive site investigations, prior to the
commencement of development, is considered to be necessary to ensure that
adequate information pertaining to ground conditions and coal mining legacy is
available to enable appropriate remedial and mitigatory measures to be
identified and carried out before building works commence on site. This is in
order to ensure the safety and stability of the development, in accordance with
paragraphs 178 and 179 of the National Planning Policy Framework

12.

Prior to the commencement of works a Species Protection plan (SSP)
shall be submitted to and approved by the local planning authority in
accordance with the mitigation measures outlined in section 5.3 & 5.8 of
Chapter 5 – Ecology of the Environmental Statement Volume 1. The SPP
shall detail measures to safeguard protected species known to be in the
area and will include for preconstruction surveys for protected
species (complementing the seasonality of the construction start date) as
well as ensuring the use of the best practice measures during all
construction activities (including badgers). The SPP will describe the
process to be followed in the case that new protected species are
recorded on site that would need to be protected during
construction works as well as ensuring the implementation of effective
toolbox tasks to raise awareness to site personnel to sensitive ecological
receptors on site.
Reason In the interests of protecting any protected species at the site in
compliance with policy S35 of the Allerdale local plan (Part 1)

Post-commencement/Pre use commencing conditions:

13.

No part of the development hereby permitted shall be constructed above
ground floor level until details of all external and roofing materials have
been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. Only the
materials so approved shall be used in the development as approved.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory standard of development for the external
appearance of the approved scheme which is compatible with the character of
the surrounding area, in compliance with the National Planning Policy
Framework and Policy DM14 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July
2014.

14.

Details of the siting, height and type of all means of enclosure/screen
walls/fences/other means of enclosure shall be submitted to and
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approved by the Local Planning Authority prior to the occupation of any
dwelling(s). Any such walls/fences etc. shall be constructed prior to the
approved building being brought into use/occupied. All means of
enclosure so constructed shall be retained and no part thereof shall be
removed without the prior consent of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory standard of development which is compatible
with the character of the surrounding area and safeguard the amenity of
neighbouring properties.
15.

All planting, seeding or turfing comprised within the approved
landscaping schemes ( Derwent Forest entrance building landscape plan
Rev B 24/01/20 and Derwent Forest visitor centre landscape plan 11A)
shall be carried out in the first planting season following completion of
the development and any trees or plants which within a period of 5 years
from the completion of the development die, are removed or become
seriously damaged or diseased shall be replaced in the next planting
season with other similar size and species, unless otherwise agreed in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to enhance the appearance of the development and minimise
the impact of the development in the locality.

16.

A landscaping management plan including long term design objectives,
management responsibilities and maintenance schedules for all
landscape areas, other than small privately owned domestic gardens,
shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority prior
to the occupation of any dwellinghouse or any piece of the development,
whichever is the sooner, for its permitted use. The development shall
thereafter be maintained at all times in accordance with the approved
management plan.
Reason: To ensure the long-term maintenance and management of public open
space within the residential estate.

17.

In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the
approved development that was not previously identified it must be
reported immediately to the Local Planning Authority. Development on the
part of the site affected must be halted and a risk assessment carried out
and submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Where unacceptable risks are found remediation and verification schemes
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. These shall be implemented prior to the development (or
relevant phase of development) being brought into use. All works shall be
undertaken in accordance with current UK guidance, particularly CLR11.
Reason: To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning
Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted
July 2014.

18.

No development shall take place until a Construction and Demolition
Method Statement has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
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Local Planning Authority. The statement shall include the following:
(a)
Traffic Management Plan to include all traffic associated with the
development, including site and staff traffic, off-site parking, turning and
compound areas;
(b)
Procedure to monitor and mitigate noise and vibration from the
construction and demolition and to monitor any properties at risk of damage
from vibration, as well as taking into account noise from vehicles, deliveries.
All measurements should make reference to BS7445.
(c)
Mitigation measures to reduce adverse impacts on residential
properties from construction compounds including visual impact, noise,
and light pollution.
(d)
A written procedure for dealing with complaints regarding the
construction or demolition;
(e)
Measures to control the emissions of dust and dirt during
construction and demolition (including any wheel washing facilities);
(f)
Programme of work for Demolition and Construction phase;
(g)
Hours of working and deliveries;
(h)
Details of lighting to be used on site;
(i)
Highway signage/ Haulage routes.
The approved statement shall be adhered to throughout the duration of the
development.
Reason: In the interests of safeguarding the amenity of the occupiers of
neighbouring properties during the construction works of the development hereby
approved, in compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy
S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014 and in the interests of
highway safety.
19.

The use hereby permitted shall be restricted to operate solely within the
hours of operation of 10am and 5pm .
Reason: In the interests of preserving the amenity of neighbouring residents, in
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S32 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

20. Prior to the occupation of the building hereby approved, details of the
lighting scheme for the site (which shall solely operate during operational
hours shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority.
The works shall be implemented solely in accordance with the approved
scheme.
Reason: To safeguard the amenity of nearby residential properties and minimise
the impact on wildlife, in compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework
and Policies S35 and S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
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Agenda Item 8
Allerdale Borough Council
Planning Application HOU/2022/0022
Development Panel Report
Reference Number:
Valid Date:
Location:

Applicant:
Proposal:

HOU/2022/0022
Carlton Villa
13 Carlton Road
Workington
CA14 4BX
Kevin Hughes
To replace existing windows with double glazed
EcoSlide PVC-U (resubmission of HOU/2021/0057)

RECOMMENDATION
Refuse
1.

Summary

Issue

Conclusion

Heritage

The proposal relates to an Article 4
property within the Portland Square
Conservation Area. The scheme seeks to
substitute existing traditional timber sliding
sash to the front elevation with modern
UPVC alternatives.
Both the applicant’s property, the attached
property and a proportion of the street’s
large Victorian terraced properties within
the immediate locality of the site have
largely retained their existing traditional
details (including their fenestration) not
inclusive of the two storey terrace to the
south end of Carlton Road that adjoins
Elizabeth Street.
Officers consider the proposal would result
in the detrimental loss of the existing
details, and by virtue of the design and
materials of the proposed replacement
windows will neither preserve nor enhance
the character and appearance of the
designated conservation area resulting in
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significant harm to the façade facing
Carlton Road.
There will be consequent harm to the
significance of this designated heritage
asset which is not outweighed by any
public benefits.
The proposal is therefore considered
unacceptable being contrary to the criteria
of Policy S27 of the Allerdale local plan
(Part 1)

2.

Introduction

2.1.

This application had been referred to the Development Panel by Councillor
Heaslip.

3.

Proposal

3.1.

The applicant seeks to replace the existing timber windows upon on the front
elevations of the dwelling. This comprises of replacing X 7 single glazed, timber,
sliding wooden sash windows with double glazed ECOSlide PVC-U sliding
windows. The windows in question relate to: 3 X bay windows to the ground floor
principal elevation, 3 X windows to the 1st floor principal elevation and 1 X 2nd
floor window to the principal elevation. The application will seek an amended
design from multipane windows to a two pane design.

3.2.

The plans for consideration are:










Application Form
Front Elevation
Window Brochure
Site Location Plan
Supporting statement
Appendix C – Windows
MH/KT/22/01 - Site Location Plan, Block Plan and Elevations - Received
04/03/22
MH/KT/22/03 - Sectional Drawings - Received 04/03/22
Design and Access Statement - Received 04/03/22
MH/KT/22/02 - Proposed Windows - Received 04/03/22

The particulars can be viewed at;

https://allerdalebc.force.com/pr/s/planningapplication/a3X3X00000B9ES6UAN/hou20220022?tabset-e3f5c=2
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3.3.

As part of the submission, the applicant provided a supporting statement which
detailed that the existing windows are no longer functional and are creating
structural damage to the floor joists, the wood panelling and furthermore the
internal window frames had suffered rot which was confirmed by their restoration
specialist builder. The applicant has also confirmed their reasons for changing
the existing windows to UPVC given the concerns in relation to the damage
created by the existing windows, they would potentially face these issues again
in the future due to modern windows being of soft wood.

3.4.

The applicant confirmed the proposed windows are to be foil wrapped with wood
grained coating to mimic the appearance of timber windows, with run through
horns and slender astragal bars that mimic the design of the existing windows.

3.5.

The applicant has highlighted that this type of window has been approved within
the Workington Conservation Area, approved under planning references
HOU/2018/0167 (21 Elizabeth Street) & HOU/2021/0202 (25 Park End Road).

The particulars of these applications can be viewed at;


https://allerdalebc.force.com/pr/s/planningapplication/a3X3X000004DJ4jUAG/hou20180167?tabset-e3f5c=2
https://allerdalebc.force.com/pr/s/planningapplication/a3X3X00000B9DTQUA3/hou20210202?tabset-e3f5c=2

4.

Site description

4.1.

The applicant’s property is located within Workington Conservation Area and is
protected by an Article 4 Direction. The existing windows in with regards to the
ground floor bay window, are of a multi-pane design and their transoms and
glazing bars are fine and delicate in section. Officers considered their decorative
design and materials contribute to the overall traditional character of the
applicants compliment the traditional materials of the existing windows, preserve
the historic character of the Conservation Area.

4.2.

The wider architectural and historic character upon the Northern end of Carlton
Road, in relation to the Victorian terraced dwellings; has been preserved and
retains the character of the Conservation Area. The adjoining property, No 11
Carlton Road has replica windows to the host dwelling in terms of design and
materials (albeit of timber double glazing). The historic value and significance of
this part of the Conservation Area relates to its landuse as a residential part of
the town with its larger decorative Victorian properties demonstrating scale and
wealth.

4.3.

It was noted from the officer’s site visit that there is a small number of individual
unauthorised UPVC windows upon the 3 storey Victorian dwellings sited upon
Carlton Road, which are out of character within the street scene and do not
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integrate well within the immediate locality. Taking into consideration these
windows are unauthorised and would unlikely be supported, officers cannot base
their assessment based upon the use of UPVC on this part of Carlton Road. The
Victorian dwellings upon the Northern part of Carlton Road form a relatively
unspoiled Victorian terrace, the existing traditional windows within these
dwellings play an integral part of the period character of the dwellings and make
a positive contribution to the Conservation Area.
4.4.

It was noted from the officers site visit that the terrace sited to the Southern end
of Carlton Road that compromise of two storey dwellings; 1-9 Carlton Road, has
largely lost their traditional features and materials, however these dwellings are
not comparable with the traditional 3 storey Victorian dwellings sited upon Carlton
Road and offer little value to the Conservation Area given their modern
proportions and appearance.

5.

Relevant Planning History

5.1. The following history is relevant to the proposal –


2/2000/0556 – 13 Carlton Road - Replace existing side and rear elevation windows
and rear door with UPVC – Approved with conditions



2/2008/0938 – 13 Carlton Road - Change of use from residential to business use –
Refused



HOU/2021/0057 – 13 Carlton Road - To replace existing windows to double glazed
timber and replacement of existing timber door to wood grain replica in UPVC –
Granted with conditions



2/2012/0292 – 1 Lorne Villas – Remove existing French doors and replace with
pvcu sliding sash window. Remove and replace dining room timber window with
pvcu sliding sash window. Removal of existing timber door and replace with
composite door. – Refused. Appeal dismissed. This application was refused by
virtue of design and materials and it was considered the proposal would neither
preserve nor enhance the Conservation Area.



2/2013/0056 – 35 Park End Road – replace existing timber framed windows with
UPVC sliding sash– Refused. It was considered that the proposed windows would
neither preserve nor enhance the character or appearance of this particularly high
quality part of the Portland square Conservation Area.



HOU/2017/0249 – 3 King Street - to replace the current windows for composite
sash windows and a composite front door. Window sizes 900 x 1600- Refused.
Appeal dismissed.



2/2004/0131 – 21 Elizabeth Street (with side elevation fronting onto Carlton Road) Replacement windows to side of dwelling with upvc slide and sash Refused. This
application was refused as it was considered that the loss of traditional features in
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the form of existing timber sliding sash windows within a prominent gable to the
detriment of the character of the conservation area.
6.

Representations
Workington Town Council

6.1. No response to date.
Other representations
6.2.

As a result of consultation process, a letter of support was received from a
neighbouring property.

7.

Environmental Impact Assessment

7.1.

With reference to The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact
Assessment) Regulations 2017 the development falls within neither Schedule 1
nor 2 and, as such, is not EIA development.

8.

Duties

8.1.

For Listed Buildings:
Section 66(1) of the Listed Buildings Act 1990 states that, in considering whether
to grant planning permission for development which affects a listed building or its
setting, the local planning authority shall have special regard to the desirability of
preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or
historic interest which it possesses.

8.2.

For conservation areas:
Section 72(1) of the Listed Buildings Act 1990 states that, with respect to any
buildings or other land in a conservation area, special attention shall be paid to
the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of that
area.

9.

Development Plan Policies
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014

9.1.

The following policies are considered to be relevant:Policy DM15 - Extensions and alterations to existing buildings and properties
Policy S2 Sustainable Development
Policy S3 Spatial Strategy and Growth
Policy S4 Design Principles
Policy S27 Heritage Assets
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Policy S32 Safeguarding Amenity
These policies can be viewed at:https://www.allerdale.gov.uk/en/planning-building-control/planning-policy/localplan-part-1/

10.

Other material considerations
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021)
Council Strategy 2020-2030

11.

Policy weighting

11.1. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that,
if regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any
determination to be made under the Planning Acts, the determination must be
made in accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. This means that the Allerdale Local Plan Parts 1 and 2 have primacy.
11.2. However, paragraph 218 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
2021 advises that policies in that Framework are material consideration which
should be taken into account in dealing with the applications from the day of its
publication. In this context it is noted that paragraph 219 of the NPPF 2021
advises that due weight should be given to development plan policies according
to their degree of consistency with the NPPF (the closer the policies in the plan to
the policies in the Framework, the greater the weight that may be given).
11.3. The policies relevant to the determination of this application are considered to be
consistent with the NPPF and as such, the policies are afforded full weight
12.

Assessment:

12.1. The site under its Article 4 direction within the designated Conservation Area is
sensitive from a heritage perspective (especially from public viewpoints along the
road frontage). Therefore the significance of the property and it surroundings
including its contribution to the Conservation Area requires evaluation. Each
application should be assessed on its individual planning merits.
Significance
12.2. Carlton Road adjoins a busy thoroughfare; the A66 - Ramsey Brow. The site in
question compromises of a 3 storey semi-detached Victorian Villa. The properties
upon this part of Carlton Road have open frontages, with limited front curtilages
with the principal elevation directly adjacent to the highway.
12.3. The 3 storey Victorian terraced dwellings (sited to the Northern end) of Carlton
Road have also predominately retained their historic character within the
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Conservation Area and is relatively unspoiled by virtue of the distinctive
decorative detailing to the front façade of these dwellings.
12.4. The host dwelling is attached to No.11 Carlton Road and the two dwellings are
read as a group, of a symmetrical design and of the same materials to the host
dwelling, albeit the attached property No. 11 benefits from timber double glazed
windows. The host dwelling has secured planning permission under planning
reference; HOU/2021/0057, which sought to replace the existing windows to
double glazed timber frames and also included the replacement of existing timber
door to wood grain replica in UPVC.
12.5. The dwelling has also secured planning permission under planning reference
2/2000/0556 to replace the existing side and rear elevation windows and rear
door with UPVC, however the side gable elevation is less prominent than the
front elevation due the siting of the adjacent dwellings and its perpendicular
orientation to the highway limits the extent of public view of the gables existing
openings and their associated fenestration. The limited views from public vantage
points and the subservient nature of these elevations mean that their contribution
to the overall significance of the asset is far more limited. i.e. represents a less
sensitive location in the Conservation Area.
Impact on and Harm to Heritage Assets
12.6. Policy S27 is the principal policy for the consideration of the proposal given the
sensitivity of the site –
‘The historic environment including all heritage assets and their settings will be
conserved and enhanced in a manner appropriate to their intrinsic historic value
and significance, their importance to local character, distinctiveness and sense of
place, and to other social, cultural economic or environmental benefits/values. The
Council will work with partners to seek the conservation and enhancement of all
designated or non-designated heritage assets within the Plan Area. In determining
applications that could affect the significance (including character, appearance,
historic value, value to people and setting) of a heritage asset and/or
archaeological asset, the following factors will be taken into account:
· The level of significance of the heritage asset(s).
· The impact of the proposal on the significance (including setting) of the 2 (It
should be noted that these figures are based on the number of listings, but many
listings include more than one building, so the total number of buildings that are
listed is greater). Strategic Policies – Built and Historic Environment Allerdale
Local Plan (Part 1) – Adopted July 2014 120 heritage asset(s).
· How the significance and/or setting of the asset could be better revealed.
· Opportunities for mitigating climate change without damaging significance. Only
proposals which do not harm any positive qualities of the heritage asset(s) will be
approved, unless there is a clear and convincing public benefit to the proposal that
will outweigh the harm caused to the asset(s). If the public benefits of a proposal
outweighs and justifies the loss of a heritage asset, it must be fully recorded in
accordance with agreed criteria which will be proportionate to the value and
significance of the heritage asset.
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12.7. The existing windows by their design and materials represent an important
integral feature upon the building. It is for members to therefore judge whether or
not the merits of the proposed replacement windows would preserve or enhance
the character of the Conservation Area. These aspects can be divided into two
categories:
12.8. (i) Materials - timber represents the traditional material used on fenestration
details on properties within the Conservation area. Whilst the applicant has referred
to other approved UPVC windows elsewhere in the Conservation Area, each site
has to be assessed on its individual merits looking at the context of both the
individual property itself and those in its immediate locality i.e. how strong is the
heritage value in its immediate vicinity. Officers consider the setting of the
applicant’s property is primarily within the context of the larger Victorian properties
which it forms part of upon Carlton Road and would not be seen in the context of
the other two storey terraced properties to the south of the site. The proposal would
therefore introduce a modern material onto a predominantly intact set of frontages
to these traditional properties. Officers consider the proposed UPVC materials
would contrast with the white painted timber frames. This contrast will be
exacerbated by contrasting mix of both modern and timber windows on the same
front façade as the adjoining neighbouring dwelling; No.11 Carlton Road (No 11
Carlton Road benefits from timber double glazed sliding sash windows). The
existing timber windows upon the host dwelling have timber frames and glazing
bars which are fine in section and replicates the design of the adjoining
neighbouring property, they are finesse in nature and as aforementioned these two
dwellings read as a group. Officers therefore consider the proposed adoption of
modern materials at this location would erode the character of the street scene and
its significance.
12.9. (ii) Means of opening – Whilst officer welcome the applicants pursuit of a sliding
sash window type it is observed that these are dual opening (partially for cleaning
purposes). The opening mechanism of the proposed windows (tilt and easy clean),
and their potential projection beyond the fade of the frontage and gable would
appear out of character upon the street scene i.e the existing sliding sash windows
retain a flush fitting fenestration to the façade which does not project. This would
have an adverse impact upon the appearance of the applicants dwelling itself, the
façade and setting of the adjoining neighbouring terraced dwellings plus other
nearby properties in the wider Conservation Area, with a prevailing dominance of
existing sliding sash window types. Given that the conservation area extends over a
wide area the harm is probably less than substantial but still significant.
12.10. The existing dwelling has approval for UPVC within the side elevation under
planning reference 2/2000/0556. In relation to the side elevation windows, the harm
is seen to be minimal given the limited views from public vantage points, whereas
the front elevation is much more prominent within the street scene, additionally
officers have concerns by virtue of the ‘tilt & easy clean’ function which allows the
windows to be tilted inwards (for cleaning purposes), which is not a traditional
sliding sash opening mechanism and is similar to that of a casement window.
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12.11. It was noted that other dwellings within the immediate locality were refused
Planning Permission to replace existing timber framed windows to UPVC sliding
sash to the front elevations –
-

35 Park End Road - 2/2013/0056 - Replace existing timber framed windows
with upvc sliding sash windows – Refused. The application was refused as it
was considered the proposal would not preserve or enhance the character of
the Conservation Area and ‘approving the application would set a precedent
which could lead to the loss of all traditional wooden windows in non-listed
buildings within the Conservation Area’.

-

1 Lorne Villas – 2/2012/0292 - Remove existing French doors and replace
with pvcu sliding sash window. Remove and replace dining room timber
window with pvcu sliding sash window. Removal of existing timber door and
replace with composite door – Refused. The inspector dismissed the appeal
(APPG0908/D/12/2181127) at No. 1 Lorne Villas against the refusal of upvc
windows to the front and side elevation of a property at Lorne Villas. It was
stated that it is likely that upvc windows will ‘appear rather crude in
comparison to the detailing of the remaining timber sliding sashes’ and
additionally ‘the grained composite surface would jar with the painted finish of
the adjacent door and windows’. The appeal furthermore stated that the front
and side elevations are 'substantially unspoilt and are an attractive element in
the street scene. It an element that needs to be protected and managed
sensitively’. Carlton Road and its immediate neighbours are also substantially
unspoilt and attractive.

-

3 King Street – HOU/2017/0249 - to replace the current windows for
composite sash windows and a composite front door. Window sizes 900 x
1600. – Refused. The inspector dismissed the appeal
(APP/G0908/D/18/3198453) at 3 King Street, it was stated by the
inspectorate ‘the majority of the properties in this area are historic buildings
which have largely retained their original windows, often timber sliding sash,
and have a strong sense of character which contributes positively to the
character and appearance of the Conservation Area’. The inspectorate also
noted ‘The use of woodgrain effect UPVC would not disguise the nature of the
material which is smooth, shiny and modern. Therefore the proposed
windows would adversely affect the traditional integrity of the appeal building
and consequently would not preserve or enhance the character or
appearance of the Conservation Area.’ and additionally highlighted ‘The slow
degradation of the special architectural and historic qualities of the area by
uncontrolled and ad hoc UPVC windows does not justify granting planning
permission in the context of the special attention that must be paid to the
desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of the
area as a whole. Moreover to do so on appeal against this background would
send out the wrong message. By quoting the circumstances of such a
decision, even though each case should in the first place be considered on its
individual merits, would probably mean that the Council would find its efforts
to resist other applications for UPVC windows in the area undermined and the
incremental effect could cause significant harm to the historic character of the
area ’.
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The inspectorate also addressed the cost implications between UPVC/timber
- ‘In this case reference has been made to the previous windows being
beyond repair and the cost of timber replacements being in the order of
£7700 - the appellant not having the funds to cover this. However there is no
evidence to show that repairs were not possible and uneconomical. The cost
issue therefore has limited weight. Consequently the public benefits would not
outweigh the great weight that should be given to the designated heritage
asset’s conservation’ and additionally noted the applicants concerns in
relation to unauthorised UPVC windows within the are Conservation Area – ‘
The appellant has expressed concern about how the Council has not dealt
with the issue of other UPVC windows in the Conservation Area.
Nevertheless, these concerns are separate from the planning merits of the
proposed development and they have little bearing on the outcome of this
appeal’.
-

4 Portland Street – 2/2016/0517 - replacement of 6 wooden windows with
UPVC sliding sash and replacement door with composite door- Refused. The
inspectorate dismissed the appeal, it was stated ‘I acknowledge that the
existing windows and door are falling into disrepair, and I note the appellant’s
position that, should be appeal be dismissed, they would leave the existing
windows and door in place for reasons of cost effectiveness. However, these
circumstances would not justify their replacement in unsympathetic materials’.
Additionally comments stated that ‘the appellant contends that the new
windows would offer greater security, energy efficiency and future adaptability
than the existing ones. However, they have offered no substantive evidence
to demonstrate that this would be the case. I have had regard to a letter of
support for the proposal, but this has not led me to a different conclusion’.

12.12. The applicant has contested the maintenance benefits of the scheme for uPVC
windows, officers have already approved a scheme for timber sliding sash double
glazed windows under planning reference HOU/2021/0057. This alternative timber
option would both secure the heritage value of the applicant’s property whilst
replacing the existing windows which are in requirement of being replaced.
Residential Amenity
12.13. The window fenestration will remain as existing and will not impact upon
residential amenity in terms of overlooking, over and beyond the existing
arrangement. The proposal does not therefore conflict with policy S32 of the
Allerdale Local plan (Part 1)
Highway Safety
12.14. Given the nature of the development there are no concerns in relation to highway
safety.
Public Benefits
12.15. Officers therefore have addressed the supporting statement supplied by the
applicant, however officers do not support the proposal as submitted by virtue of the
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proposed materials (predominately concerns with the use of UPVC to the frontage)
and the means of opening, opening inwards to self-clean the proposed windows.
There are no public benefits arising from the proposal to outweigh the harm to the
Conservation Area.
Balance and Conclusions
13.0 The proposal will neither preserve nor enhance the character and appearance of
the designated conservation area as a result of the harm from the proposed
changes to the façade facing Carlton Road. There will be consequent harm to the
significance of this designated heritage asset which is not outweighed by any
public benefits. The proposal would be contrary to policies S2, DM15 and S27 of
the adopted Allerdale Local Plan Part 1 (2014) and the provisions of the National
Planning Policy Framework 2018. In addition, if the proposal were to be
approved, it would set an undesirable precedent for similar proposals within the
Conservation Area.

Local Financial Considerations
Having regard to S70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act the proposal will
have no local financial consideration.

RECOMMENDATION
REFUSE.
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Annex 1
Reasons for refusal
The proposal, by virtue of its modern UPVC material and means of opening, will neither
preserve nor enhance the character and appearance of the designated conservation
area as a result of the harm from the proposed interventions to the façade facing
Carlton Road. There will be consequent harm to the significance of this designated
heritage asset which is not outweighed by any public benefits. The proposal would be
contrary to policies S2, DM15 and S27 of the adopted Allerdale Local Plan Part 1 (2014)
and the provisions of the National Planning Policy Framework 2018.

Proactivity Statement
The Local Planning Authority has acted positively and proactively in determining this
application by assessing the proposal against, primarily, the development plan
policies, any duties applicable and also all material considerations including
emerging Local Plan policy, the National Planning Policy Framework and any
stakeholder representations that may have been received. In this context, the Local
Planning Authority has determined the application within a timely manner, clearly
setting out the reason(s) for refusal, allowing the Applicant the opportunity to
consider the harm caused and whether or not it can be remedied by a revision to the
proposal. The Local Planning Authority is willing to meet with the Applicant to
discuss the best course of action and is also willing to provide, without prejudice,
pre-application advice in respect of any future application for a revised development.
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Agenda Item 9
Allerdale Borough Council
Planning Application CAT/2022/0005
Development Panel Report
Reference Number:
Valid Date:
Location:
Applicant:
Proposal:

CAT/2022/0005
07/03/2022
35 Park End Road, Workington
Richard Brook
Various works to trees as detailed in submitted works
to trees schedule

RECOMMENDATION
That no objections are raised to the proposal.
Summary
Issue

Conclusion

Amenity value

The proposed works will neither result in
detriment to the health of the trees nor the
visual amenity they provide

1.

Introduction

1.1

A section 211 notice was received on 7th March 2022 notifying proposed works to
the trees at the above address.

2.

Proposal

2.1.

The details for consideration are:Application form dated 3rd March 2022
Works to trees schedule
Aerial photo

3.

Site

3.1

The application site is a semi-detached residential property with gardens to the
front and rear in which the trees are situated along the boundary. Further
residential properties are to the south and west of the site with the Helena
Thompson Museum to the east and Hall Park to the north. The property is within
the Workington Conservation Area.
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4.

Relevant Planning History

4.1

None

5.

Representations

5.1.

Workington Town Council – No response to date.

6.

Legal background

6.1

The primary legislation relating to trees within Conservation Areas is the Town
and Country Planning Act 1990, Section 211.

7.

Policy and Guidance Framework

7.1

Trees in Conservation Areas are protected by legislation. The consent of the
Local Planning Authority is required to carry out proposed works to the trees.

7.2

Amenity
‘Amenity’ is not defined in the primary or secondary legislation, so a judgement
has to be made by the Panel on whether the proposed works are acceptable or
whether they harm amenity to an unacceptable extent. In coming to a judgement,
members should normally consider:
-

Visibility - The extent to which the tree can be seen by the public. It should
normally be visible from a public place, such as a road or footpath, or
accessible by the public.

-

Individual, collective and wider impact - The Council needs to consider
size and form; future potential as an amenity; rarity, cultural or historic value;
contribution to, and relationship with, the landscape and; contribution to the
character or appearance of a conservation area.

-

The Council may also consider taking into account other factors, such as
importance to nature conservation or response to climate change.

8.

History

8.1

The trees are situated within the designated Workington Conservation Area.

9.

Assessment:

9.1.

The trees are situated on the boundary of the property and consist of a variety of
species. The application provides the relevant notification under s211 of the
Town & Country Planning Act to carry out various pruning works to reduce the
height of the trees and reshape them.
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9.2

The trees are prominent features within the street scene being highly visible from
public vantage points including Park End Road and Carlton Road. They are a
valuable contribution to the amenity of the area and the wider Conservation area
in which they are situated within.

9.3

The proposed works are minor in nature consisting of reducing the height of the
trees and reshaping them. The works will not result in detriment to the health of
the trees or the visual amenity they provide and ensure they are maintained at
size which is suitable for their location.

10.

Conclusions

10.1. The trees are considered to make a significant contribution to visual amenity but
it is considered that the proposed works will not result in detriment to this visual
amenity or to the health of the trees.
11.

RECOMMENDATION

11.1

It is recommended that no objections are raised to the notification to carry out the
proposed works to the trees.
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